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THE CENTER MISSION STATEMENT

The Center for Vocational Education's mission is to in-
crease the ability of diverse agencies, institutions, and
organizations to solve educational problems relating to
individual career planning, preparation, and prpgression.'
The tauter fulfills its mission by:

Genefating knowledge through research

Developing educational programs and products

Evaluating individual program needs and outcomes

Installing educational programs and products

Operating information systems and services

Conducting leadership development and training
programs , ,
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FOREWORD

This state-of=the-art report on performance-based teacher
education APBTE) is an attempt to analyze and summarize what has
happened and what is happening in the PBTE or CBTE aresia. We .

have also-offered ten recommendations about what should happen as
soon as possible to further develop and enhance the movement.

The report presents what we_feel is am unbiased review of
the important contributions made to the PBTE movement by voca-
tional educators and'general educators. It isour feeling that

F

both groups of educators have teen involved in significant
research, developmental, and operational efforts and that both
groups can benefit from knowing more about what the other has
done

The-antecedents of the PBTE movement are reviewed, defini-
tions important to the concept are presented, and the characteris-
tics of PBTE programs are described. There is also a description_
of some of the most important current efforts, models, and proj-
ects. Five appendices provide additional program descriptions,
bibliographic information, and sources of additional information
about PBTE.

We hope that this report will be useful to researchers, pro-
gram developers, teacher educators, educational administrators,
and other policy makers and leaders who are concerned with the
improvement of teacher education, whether general or vocational,
preservice or inservice. Our ultimate goal is the improvement
of instruction for students at all levels so that they will be
better prepared to live and work in our ever-changing soc=iety.

Many persons have contributed significantly to the initial
development and the revision of this state-of-the-art report on
PBTE. Special recognition is extended to Robert E. Norton,
Associate Program Director for Professional Development in Voca-
tional Education, for his extensive review of the literature, and
for his efforts in writing this report. He also served as Proj-
ect Director of the 1975-1976 National Institute for Peiformance-_
Based Teacher Education, of which this report is one product.
Special thanks are due Lois Harrington, Program ASsistant, for
her review and analysis of the literature and for her valuable
help in writing and editing the report; and to Janet Gill, Gradu-
ate rZesearch Associate, for her extensive document search efforts
and other assistance in preparing the report. Acknowledgement is
also given to ,James B. Hamilton, Program Director for Profes-
sional Development in Vocational Educatioh, for his guidance and
administrative assistance in preparing thiS document.
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Finally, appreciation is extended to all persons (site coor-
dinators, assistant coordinators, and state education,agency
representatives) from the ten participating, institutions and
states in the 19751-1976 National Institute for Performance-Based
Teacher Education who provided valuable feedback on the prelimi-
nary version of this report.

Robert E. Taylor
Director
The Center for Vocational Education
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INTRODUCTION

This publication has been prepared in recognition of the
need for a comprehensive document that summarizes, in a fair and
insightful manner, the state of the art regarding Performance-
Based Teacher Education (PETE), or Cbmpetency-Based Teacher Edu-
cation (CBTE) as some prefer. Past reports on PATE by Elam
(19711 , and the American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education (AACTE) (1974) have been excellent and have made major
contributions te the profession. Others such as Schmieder and
ERIC (1973) and Houston ('1974) have also prepared state-of-the-
scene and similar reports that 'have contributed much to the
movement toward PATE and 1:71proved teacher eduCatign programs.
one deficiency of some of the state -of-the-art,reports, however,
which we heTpe this publication rectifies, has been the intentional
or unintentional omission of descriptions of significant PATE
efforts by vocational educatOrs. Perhaps because most of these
efforts were not federally funded, and hence, did not receive as
much national visibility, they have been either ignored or only
briefly mentioned in passing in some reports -. However, the fact
is that many vocational educators, and personnel at one national
research and develoment center have been very much involved in
researching the competencies needed by vocational teachers and
administrators, and very active in the development of materials
and programs that reflect these concepts.

The research conducted by Reamer (1956), Walsh (1958)v Craw-
ford (1)67),11alfin, and Courtney (1971), and Cotrell (1971 a,b
and 1972 a,b,c) is representative of the early research efforts
aimed at identifying the competencies important to vocational
teachers. Significant efforts by vocational educators to develop
curricular materials that incorporate the concepts and philosophy
oi PBTE have.been undertaken by such instititutions as The Center
for Vocational Education, Wayne State University; University of
Minnesota, and Illinois State University.

We are pleased that funding of the National Institute for
Performance-Based Teacher Education by the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion (USeE) permits us the opportunity to prepare this report as
Fart of the authorized scope of work for the Institute. We, the
Institute staff, hive accepted the challenge:in recognition of
the potential contribution such a report can make to the profes-
sion. We prepare this report in hopes that it will not only
summarize what has happened and what is happening, but that it
will also give soma direction to future PATE research, develop-
,ment, and dissemination efforts. the goal of helping to
c'improve- teacher education programs mind, we have in this
report sought to:

1. Summarize and clarify the key concepts and terminology
associated with the. movement;

2. Summarize the major advantages and limitations of the
PBTE approach;

1
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. Describe a samplind of the major eftorts, models, and
protects in PBTE in both general and vocational teacher
education; and

4. Present some recommendationS with regard to further PBTE
research and developnnt needs and with regard to proce-
dures that will help ensure the successful implementation
Of future PBTE programs.

This report is not intended to be a comprehensive descrip-
tion of everythi-nq that has occurred.in general and vocational
education under the rubric of'PBTE. Such a report would require
several years to compile, several volumes to publish, and more
time to read than most persons, have available. Hence, we make no
claim to having exhaustively documented the whole of the PBTE
oiovement. An extensive, but Still quite selective, bibliography
has been prepared and included in the.Appendix.f7er the reader who
wishes to pursue the topic further. We have attempted, however,
to present through careful selection, a fair sampling and summary
of what has happened and is happening with regard to PBTE in both
general education and vocational education. If we have erred in
the selection of items included and excluded, it perhaps has been
on the side of excluding too many of the excellent efforts
occurring in the general education area and including more than a
proportionate number of the activities underway in vocational
education. fps mentioned earlier, we feel too little has been
reported in the ,past relative to the efforts of vocational educa-
tors, and this we have tried to correct. At the same time, we
have also beyt careful to make appropriate reference to some of
the many events occurring in general education. We all, as edu-
cators, have the most to gain by learning from one other regard-
less' of our backgrounds (or special areas of interests), by work-
ing together to cooperatively develop the best teacher education
programs possible.

Our Perspective

We feel the reader should understand our particular frame of
reference as this report is read, as it has undoubtedly influenced
the way in which the report has been prepared. Since 1969, staff
on the PBTE curricular program at The Center for vocational Edu-
cation, Columbus, Ohio, have been involved in the identification
of professional vocational teacher competencies and the develop-
ment of modular materials to deliver on these competencies.
Based on our experjence in these efforts, we view PBTE, and the
approaches and philosophies inherent in its concepts, as offering
tremendous potential for the improvement of teacher education pro-
grams At all levels and in all areas of vocational and general
education. We feel some good and some excellent research, devel-
opment, and implementation work already has been done by PBTE pro-
gram developers. unfortunately, a considerable number of low
wality, superficial, illirry-up an get-the-job done efforts have
also been launched, especially where mandates have Peen rivolved.

Perhaps 6ocause we are heavily influenced by, our- R & D back-
grounds and experience, we recommend a thoughtful and well-planned
approach to the development dnd implementation of PETE programs

2
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and materrials even though it,ieouires more time. It is our strong
conviction that clreful research, study, planning, and development
should preede, whenever oos(;ible, the Implementation of PBTE Pro-
grams. ,We also firmly believe that while PBTU holds much promisQ
s a reform clev,-'ment to improve teacher education, it is one prom-
_Ising approach, and not the only one. Before PBTE can be recom-
mended as the best appr,ach fin- any given-situation, much addi-
tronal research, development, and- program evaluaion work is
necsFary.

wflu:d also, to add that we do net wish to join
th t' Ire ants( luty critics of our current teacher education
prn,jra-Tis. While th,--re is :Iluch that n.,-,ed!, impripent, most gen-
e*-11 vociti teacher cduc:Ition prourams have long sought
tc; pi-part. competent essit and those involved have worked
hard to ensure such. Hence, while there are weaknesses that need
to he eliminate.1, there are also many strengths that need to be
recognized and built liTY-)n. We view the PBTI. movement as an oppor-
tunity to do :inst. that: minimize the current weaknesses and build
upon the strengths already present. Tt l,s an opportunity for
self-examination and self-renewal in light of the current needs
of our ever-changing society. It is also an opportunity tO be
more precise about the aoals and objecti"es of teacher education,
to design better programs and materials for helping- our students
achieve them, and, finally, to strive- for greater objectivity in
the assessment of their achievement.

Audience

This rcport is prepared for ill who are concerned about, and
interested in, improino the professional development of teachers
'for our schools. This group includes the general public, parents,
members of 1-lards of education, employeis, employees, leaislatqrs,
government leaders, and educators. It is especially written for
those professionals teachers, counselors, administrators, super-
visors, teacher educators, and state departmynt of education
personne.1--who are most directly involved in, and concerned with,
the improvement 'of vocational and general oducation_for our 'Youth
and adults. We hope.it will st'imulate all who read it to take
whatever action they deem appropriate, from their perspective,
toward the improvement of teacher education.

3
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ANTECEDENTS OF THE PBTE MOVEMENT

Thr' Need for Change

In December 1971, Elam, in the first widely acknowledged
state-of-the-art repor=t on PETE, stated that "Performance-based
teacher. education in the United States at the beginning of the
seventies is by no means a full-fledged movement (Elam, 1971,
p. 1)." Now, less than five years later, it seems appropriate to
/Characterize the movement as close to that: a widespread movement
by many institutions in many states to reform and improve teacher .

/ education through the development and implemen.tation of PETE pro:
grams:

What, has brought about the need for change,.especially change
of such magnitude? First, it should be.reiterated that there is
such to commend in what already has been done in most of our_
teacher education programs by large numbers of hi y competent'
and dedicated professionals. There is also wide r cognition,
however, among the`same group of professionals that' there is room
for improvement. Few professionals are ever really satisfied.
with the status quo; hence, they are constantly in search of new
and'bettar ways (If achieving their goals. Such is the case with
professional educators, be they teachers, counselors, administ:la-
tors, or research and development specialists.

Let us consider some Of the characteristics of most tradi- .

tional teacher education programs that suggest a need for Change.
Most teacher education programs, general and vocational, have
historically been based on tiale and credit hours rather than
competency- or performance-based. Students were certified' after
completing a certain number of professional education courses','
spread out over one or more semesters or quarters of college. In
many cases, inadequate attention has been given to diagnosing the
level of ability and the specific needs of-students entering the
program. In some ti'ases this has beep*. least partly due to the
fact that.these students were all. grAng- to be enrolled in the
same. required courses anyway. Courses offered to oar students have
often been only vaguely described in paragraphs prepared for
inclusion in the college'catalog. In recent years.; because of
the emphasis on behaviOral objectives, more attention has been
given to stating the*generar goals and/or obj6ctives of many
teacher education courses.

The student teaching experience has probably been the greatest
strength of traditions] teacher prel6aration programs because this
provided-students with actual field experience with pupils. A
shortcoming of many'student teaching programs, however, has been
the frequent failure to provide adequate structure and purpose
for the experience, and/or to 4uovide adequate guidange during
and after the student teaching,experience. Seldom have coop-
erating teacher received training fcr their responsibilities or
been given oth than highly subjective criteria for evaluating



the performance of students under their supervision., Furthermore,
the assessment of student performance has beetyalmot enbirely-
norm-referenced. Most traditional programs haire'considered a stu-,
dent's grade-point average--lenerally derived on the basis of a
few written exams,.term papers, and perhaps a' few subjectiv90

eld
observations--as tne basis fcr assessment. Few traditional

-
grams have

we
and Made public in advance what prospective

teachers, were expectedto'hable to accomplish. Nor have they
speCified very objectively, the criteria to be used to assess the
teacner's actual performance in school situations: That there is
need for change and Improvement in.many of our teacher education
practices seems self-evident in light of what we already know
about the teaching and leaigiing process.

IM',ctus chi Inge Toward 1-;13TY.

In 1957, Russia launched Sputnik I. The fact'tha,t. the
Russians beat the U.S. into Space aroused the concQrns of many
Americans who began to seriously doubt ,the quality of our duca-
tion system. Consequently, the federal- government began ;-o alio-,
cate i'aoney for experimental programs in education. People'began
to inquire about what was going on in our schools and began to
question many s: the procedures and methods-that were being-uti-
lized. The national spNtlight was turned on apparent weaknesses
in the educational system and the dangers those weaknesses posed
to the nation's prestige and its defente efforts. One result W3S
passage of the- National Defense Education Act of l958 which pro-
vided support for greatly expanding the development ,of area voca-
tional education programs. Its major purpose was the training of
"highly skilled technicians in recognized occupations requiring
scientific knowledae...in fields necessary for the national
Ilefense."

As the 1960's approached, educatots began experimenting with
!,rogrammed instruction, performance Objectives, and the multi
'e3ia approach. While education was becbming more sophisticated
with the new resources made available for teaching by our pros-
pering economy and expanded technical know-how, concern about
our educational system continued. Increasing numbers of- students
were dropping cut of school and increasinu nambers of graduates
were unable to obtain and maintain successful emoloyment at a
timeiwhen there was a desperate= shortage of technical personnel.
In response to these concerns, President John F. Feennedy appointed
a national panel of consultants that was charged with the. task of
reviewing and evaluating current vocational programs and legis
lation, and with malting recommendations for improving them. The-
panel issued a reporOin November 1962 which led to the enactment
of The Vocational Education Act of 1963.

Mat act , and the Amendments of lc-=68 which later followed,
had great impact on our public yducational system. Supported
by broadened conceptions of work, by greatly increased appropria-
tions, and by strong support for the construction and .opei ition
of area vocational schools, vocitional education was to experience

6
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prt-vion.;ly 1_,N:eclent :,lon,1 With this. Growth was
the rapIdly-It,xpardlncT ner:d'ff,r ..d,iitL(*)n.il and h:tter prepared
t

'oar t ';ari Lirc, Congr(49 .1 Is() j asd he illkgher Education
sj'a411i t ies A. t J9f, 1. This ic.g.is 1 at ic.n gave special recognition

t h 19,...4,)rtaace of p'e-se.conj,(ry edavat iin by ea_rearking f lands
14- t I he nst t action of undergraduate faci lties. AMong other

t hi t rek..ohnt zed the .need and ,pro,1(kri. fu,nds for the
44: (),; rams for trio, ecia4,at 1ein t vach(`..,_rs.

I (1111 t (-vents ware to occur a 1.11,-,1960 s which
44.1 I a1,--n noip t --based teacher

(4 It _ on. t_116 of 1urtsf Po 1ph W. Tyler, who
:co(,..,(111,-4 wont (_41:(%'- student s would be' asked

t er or- i t 14, r boh tviort 1 tel ins, the work of
:nr in i others cn ins t ruc't onal objectives was_
nt,-e 1(.4t 1-14paoet on 44_,(1 J (o4,1 t 14,n pr( ; / . The ,.()t-k off

s,t44 ( j un(1 (( A , ad ArTrriSrman and
; h o :can it i ona I -a n4- t ask ''r a 1 t echn il_jues and

la 4-4c-. ..11-, 1-4, llIfiueflc- tnodc' I o in. at future edika-...
t eoa1 reris. olk of tiny- 1e acc( ani 11411 rty began and a

tor:, cyntn-act iii, n .hich industry cen-
t _v.( t -.1 -41_1.4- I sys terri,n far ndeca nieil ss_4r-.. ions, commenced .

Ihr_mKnit t '-a. 19(a) ' s, ot-n.4rs were a -1:--,() expres-sing their con-
-ci: .11_nt tne pl,,:.-._-;; ani --1.-,,,la5 Lei-i_i uud tc) p-rep4re .

'cis:het -c. F( rii, i (196?) , C,_niant I')' U, , and other F identified
hu-,(4i oas Fihr I- t_Cn:" 1 no.--;' a sscia t cd with ti acii ticsna,1 teacher educa-
t ion -pre-o -1_7F.,,. 'ihnse .--,hort_copnas Inc 1 tide,: , 151_0 were not lirriiti_(d

'he t :t that (1) programs were not base4i u-411 the actual
..(,:k i (.-(,,nent_J-, of teachers', ( .1) instrant inn was not being'
i i i l4-t-od :4, 1-4-.- t he nr.eds of indivi Auals , ,nd (i A educational
,4-it.: -4'es were /1It bei IR; -,ystemat icr! I 1 y evalti 11 nd . In a study

ee-..:hdir,t_ed by t he. `,1t i na 1 Meat ion Assoniat inn ( 1967) teachers
r_-- 1 1 ti i t : U. tr514,41- T ?-rlthl i t , t-, i (-hos preparat 16n.

(ci_4(r.lit. , t o !I tin :;( . 1-.- su -1,-;, Ulf- r t 444 lin i ca 1 stab lee t
-. it t nr pi4_ it I t_ I c-d-, it .f.3,1(1,:ro,;:li , L.0.-it-lf,r) wer,"-_-nn'--.Idernd ado-
:a ;, , the .1- pr 5,1.1,:-;1 olvt I cqia,_-: Lion (devi., I , T1, eat of te,t4.-hi nu

153 -. AS f el: t c) be 1 (2,.s thdh ade(juat

Awu Thf Tho 01_4r(lic _7( e n it 1 diSS,it ('t witn educa-
ptojt ag 1 1 n nna( td I5J it i on designed to

r I a hcv i I en Ameri ; a:114-.4f I nn (4r,1, most
t ,JI: In was aasauc of Ton Fle,-nnt and :::(4non,:ary I'ducatitin

4Ant (1:::11A) 4,i l91. of ten des.:-i 1)( I anan nr":11113:=, aid to education
111. (); this act pro''idi'd f (Inds ¶1,5 research and

(-_-1 it (4 ant iviti:s which ,-,ould benefit edu-at inn, including
tI' tchnh- ,..(iacat ion. Included 111(inr tflh ft t le of the FEP. bi 1 1

-`11( creation c,f fedni (.:,414port ed r( ',I 1 (11,-I I odliC,It;)Nn
1 1

In I SO! it lona I titer I-44r l'da4-at 1(15,01 Research
'fund. 1 4 n i.nstitat tons to 111 n research 4ind (inv(41k)priiont act Iv-

it ieF ander 1 p rog 1- 171 f< nr-OA'n is the C 7ITIP I- ell" Vo I' I ementary
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',ocher Iducation In the rigne,:--t for pr-hp,,sall, that was

issued to solicit 1pplbcatieric., specit c,Itions called for-the
development ef eluwentaty teacher educa,ion mojeis that would
include the use of .1_(-h.avi_ox-Al objectives end systeffs analysis.

These ton models r6presOfited ,a_maior thrust, by US°Eto develop
impreved prodrams of teacher education. The_ model prograMs',
though develeg specifirally fi)r the educAtidr,i of elementary
teachers, have had an enrmcrti imrJact on the whol.i, of teacher"'
educitlon: Many educators .-nn,-.3ider this effort to be the crucial
tirrninh -e'at towc)rd perforrance-lased education. 'Ns

Two ether imoortant movements of tho 191 0' should also be
cr(dit tor some of the-lmj,Tetus ler educAtional caahte.

Staient.- on cAmouse: across _the nation we're restless. Demon-
strations a.lain;.3t our involvemnt in Vietnam were frequent and

t II con Student;, wore concerned ibout sore than a war
or lnestion,;ible merit; tney were cryind'out for eduational

fls -Al well. ,Ine of tholie desire,1 ret=o/Ais was the demand for
individuilizatirkn ot instructionfor in:crtruction that was

rehvint to th=-Ir indi\-_fddal'needs rattkr thin the needs of a
isccording to Impelliteri Ahd 'Finch, (1971) ,

in=:t!retron, Ion' a part (A education rhetoric,
hedal to itl t t it al- r ror ine. e in the late.r 1960! s and .early

"
_ .

At thec.' the time, (1070) lave birth and
10Aderhip t-he-Acconntability movement. Ills book, Every Kid
A ilto Accountibilitv in'Fducation, ,,parked renewed interest
in evalua'ing tho outcomes 'and effectiveness of our public educa-
kienaj prodralls: The aceeuntability mov'ement coincided with'a
taxr_Avera' reyelt ind'i popular demand to apply business methods
.,I.eot-ctlel.tiveness to education. The shortcomings of education
identified in the 1960'',, the behavioral objectives movement, the
increaSed intior t in individualized instruction, and-the-accoUnt-

.

A.bility movement reflected till many needs of education which could

he it t iail4 till-tilled by a newt program called performance -based
tercher ednr-alien.

Tht_ 1q7(1's wA to bring still additional chancre and innova-
tion in education. The leimand for more individualized and flexi-
ble programs led to the introduction of the t.q)en or informal
Hassroom concert, especially at the elementary level. schools
were responding tfl the, whole-child (-oncept by giving additional'
attention.to.vAlues cl drifif-ltion and psychological education.
Students wanted not only a (Tr-Pater voice in the development of
C ducational prodrams, but me re' responsibility n mceting their
own _needs. The career eductiGn tin broudht increased
demands for relevance anZ1 gave increased emphasis to the idea of
cd.tv-tien As a life-long proce ss. introducel i new sense of
iturpo-=o ,nto

In :hr' early 070';:, decre:Isrni school enrollments suddenly
resulted in (-.11 oYersupply of f'eaehers in maw/ qublect-matter
fields. School beards and school idministrators began to be more

0'



selective, seeking In,most cases to hire only, the most competent
teacherS available. This Increased concern for competent teachers
led to public demands for more relevance in toaher preparation
programs and in some states, such as Washington and New York, to
the establishment of consortiums in which local educators (through
their professional associations), teacher educators, and state
department of education personnel united in efforts to plan the
development and implementation of performance or competency-based
programs. Dy 1972 (Schmieder and McNeely, 1975), 17 states had
mandated the perforolance-based Approach as a new or alternative
system for teacher education and certification, and 15 others
were considering smilar action. At the same time in other states,
many colleges and universities began research and.development
efforts in the area of performance=based teacher education. The
need had been.established.and e::tensive work toward the improve-
ment of general and vo6tionai teacher education programs was
underway.
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IMPORTANT DEFINITIONS

A total publication could be devoted to a discussion of the
terminology associated with the PBTE movemenf (Ether, 1974) , but
such is not deemed appropriate for a state -or- the -art report.
Rather, a few key terms have been selected which are fundamental
to understanding the movement and the langua7e associated with
it. Fortunately, there is considerable agreement on most of the
terms and phrases used to describe and characterize the important
concepts and components of PBTE programs.

The greatest arca of d'isagreement exists over the merits of
the two, phrases "performancQ-based teacher: education ". (PBTE) and
"competency-based teacher education" (CBTE) . To present two con
cise discu§s'ions of th's issue, a section of the AACTE's PBTE.
Project Committee's r ort (1974) is first cited in full. Their
position statement is ollowed by one developed by Houston (1972).
Plea.se note their similarity.

PBTE Versus CifTL

Ccnsiderable energy has been, consumed- -some within
the councils el the NACT,-. Committee--in arguing th6
relative merits, of the pnrases 'performance-based-
teacher education' and 'competrincy-based teacher educa-
tion."' Some proponents of CBTE apparently believe the
word 'performance,' with its connotation of physical
activity, minimizes the importance of professional
knowledge and the conceptualization and planning which
may not be visible when a teacher 'performs' in the
classroom. They believe the term 'performance' is tip()
narrow, that it may encourage mimicry and superficial
role-playing rather than the solid professional insight
and ability which aogood teacher to cope with
novel situations.

Proponents of PBTE counter that for many persons
the term 'competency' connotes emphasis upon knowledge
rather than practice and hence is likewise too narrow.
They feel that the current movement is in significant
part a reaction against programs which turned out
teachers who were competent in the sense that they
could make'high scores on National Teacher Examinations
or dp well on master's degree otals but could not in
fact perform well in the practical teaching situation.
They feel further that emphasig upon identification.of
speo.ific competencies leads to artificia.l fragmentation
of the teaching process and to a 'chocking off' of
competencies which is little improvement over credit-
counting.

This conflict may be reconciled, the Committee
believes, by recognizing that if one is pressed to
define his terms, both concepts are necessary. Those
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who prefer PBTE do not claim that teacher education
should be based on just any performance but on compe-
tent performance. 'Competence' is understood, taken
for granted. PBTE really means (C)PBTE. Likewise,
thote who prefer CBTE are not talking about competence
in a limited pedantic sense but about competence ih
teaching performance. In this case 'performance' is
understood, taken for granted. CBTE really means
C(P)BTE. Both concepts are necessary.

The AACTE Committee decided to.stay with its
original title, largely for, reasons of convenience and
because it saw no compelling reason to change. It-is
perfectly happy if anyone else wishes to use the term
CBTE wnere it uses PBTE and considers the terms inter-
changeable within the context of its work (AACTE, 1974,
pp. 10-11).

Performance or Competence

As one talks to proponents of competency-b.ased and
performance-based teacher education terminology, it
becomes abundantly clear that they refer to the same
movement. Advocates of performance-based terminology
refer to the way in which teachers demonstrate teaching
knowledge and skills.

are
demonstration is observable

a*(and their objectives re to 'write,' do,"describe;'
not 'pnderstand'-or 'perceive' which are nonobservable).
Furtfer, performance reminds us that knowledge of
contest an teaching strategies is not sufficient in
teaching--6Vert action is important.

Competency -teased emphasizes a minimum .,tandardi it
adds criterion- /els, value orientations, and quality
to the definit_on of the movement. While competency
advocates note three levels for criteria--cognitive,
performance, and consequence--they press for the latter
as the most significant measure of effectiveness.
Performance advocates, also recognizing consequence as
the ultimate test of an individual's effectiveness,
point'out that many intervening variables affect
results (pupil ability, interest, motivation, avail-.
ability of resolirces). They stress that our present
understanding of these variables and our inability to
control them adequately in field settings preclude con-

_ sequence objectives as realistic requirements. Thus,
objectives requiring performance become the major ones
in a teacher preparation program, and performance-bated
is more descriptive as a generic name for this movement.

Loth performance-based and competency-based-express
important elements of the movement--one focusing on objec=
tives, the other on criteria. Both are useful-; not
conflicting (Houston, 1972, pp. 25-26).
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AL Ihe Centor honcut w,th nit loon (AACTE and
Houstoni uh t hr 1n0 Cont ,.r ar,. called PBTE modules
sine,- they stres3 :,orto-rmance i an actual no heel situation, they

lust as be called modules since they are based
on ideny_ifiod t'acher cmpotencies and students wust achieve a
n1riioIr 1e':,1 c) co.P:etericv hhsod on snecit ied crtIreria.

Compc,'-OnC%

(II -( ,oiodcle; without
the rnal-:o)n for this is

thit a comt,rt-n2,-' is 1 :noi in T:'-u-2- gifrerent was. "orton and
,n A -:or% oonora] follows:

ri v' 0:11,:' 11 I o r il+' knc,wl.dge, skills, andt'ij .Oles 3 n aspect of
00.1 aunt other d tanlrinn-,t or thr' recognition

*hit, ill threc loarnind ofrwtynt---th.h thn cognitive,.
1=,--,1=e-. In thl-; ono could re-

, .1 L nt a n -1 r 1 (":01, in a par-

'cry, tncv" is al :_;,1 tar lloiesiphate tho
or t(;' c.1111, tho h'inid of instruction.

For example, Mt' ''entot.-5=t t:-,oddlo aro h-isrd on 384 identified
profEsional rtortoripAnc... lo-ITIO; cumnetern-los)

a-Jliionll --:)[;re of con'',si,;n is that however the term
'c9mpor-f:-.7e is Hnia, it is ,:tton dry'leAr a tn what level of

ir discused: beginning-level
,cor-rctuny-, ill compotenciis needed hy seasoned teaaers .

f-!e* h an rea of co;-toision, h'-7r, as long as
.cr.o 1:=,.c-irefai to d.1,rmine how c-i.vtcncy is dofined and what
lnvcl of corpctoroy dnderstood in an'; discussion concerning
C/P:iTF.

M0 r

1c=isse -''-r in terms of
in-lividualiation and s,A-iacini, arn froguohtly the main basis ,

for instru,-t!:--)n in IT(TI: progrimi. Thor e is practically no agree-
rant, as t_o waat eon:;t1tute-; a nodule. Typically,
a module is a printed instructional (or learning.) package con-
tainin:, a r,-1_ ,inalo, -)hie.7tivys, -Itrategies, re-
sources, and criteria tests. HoweY( r, mogulos yary widely in form,
lemith, and scope 1rc,11. Lrogr-aql to :irogram. S)r,,n "consist of a one
or two page outline while ')them.- Arc coht,rehrnsive, sel f- contained
instructinnal pa-kages of Hit' or more paq,,L ,ach (Norton and
Huang, 1_975)."

not Ion of s in , 1-tea of what the
:(tadent is to be ahlo to do. '; ht 1 sr a-11 ievini
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objectives rather than un completinu a peckfled number of learning
activities. The objectives are stated in advance, described in
explicit and measurable forme, and made known to the student in
advance of instruction. Houston (1972) states that three types of

'objectives are pivotal in performance -based programs: cognitive,
performance, and consequence obirTtives-.

Cognitive 01)Jsctives.--the loarnr,r is expected to demonstrate
kinowledge and Intellectual abil:ties.

Performance Ohjetives.--the loather is expected to be able
to do some-thing as opposed to sir.ply knowina some king.
While knowledge is required to know how to" perform correctly,
emphAsis is on obse,rvable behavior.

I

Coneliiecnce Ohjectivcs.--tlie learn ,!r is expacted to brine
about chanqe in others. In order to finally assess a
t.?acher's ability to Leach, the achievement of his/her pupils
is examinfad (Houston, 1972, p.

other oblectivi-F, freou6nty.associated with performance-based
programs include:

human at tades that are imi:ortant to one's behavior in edu-,
Affect!, % -;objectie:.--thos objectives which describe the

:7atinna1 c3ettinus (values, feelinus, appreciations, and in-
tereSts toward idos, people, and things) which the learner

expected to exhibit. t.

I

,ectives.--those objectives which describe the
skills, and attitudes which the learner must

attain at some rliermediato point if he/she is to achieve the
tt-rm:_nal ohiective.

Terminal Oblec4-fives.--thos,_. c)blective:-, which state what the
,arncr > > expected to be auto to no at the end of instruc-

tion. They sriecif,,, the conditions under which performance
is to -)ccur aod-the level of performance expected.

Man,, o- terr,,z (ne-ds feedback, personali'zed
instrlietti)n, individutlized inst,-uction, rtc.) are also commonly
'used in the PBTE Fc-r uefinitions of these and other
terms, the rador is re'forred to Schmieder (i073) and Ether (lc)

14 1 9'
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CHARACTERISTICS OF PBTE PROGRAMS

The most widely cited list of PBTE program characteristics
is undoubtedly the list of "Essential Elements," "Implied Charac-
teristics,_" and "Related and Desirable Characteristics" prepared
by Elam for the 1971 AACTE report. The report stated that the
essential elements are "generic" and that "only professional
training programs that include all of them fall within the AACTE
Committee's definition of PBTE (Elam, 1971, p. 7) ." These gener-
ic elements, along with lists of the implied, and related/
desirable elements, are presented in the diaqram on p. 17 in
abated form. For a detailed discussion of these important
characteristics, the reader is referred to the Elam report.

In 1934, AACTE published an update of its 1971 report (AACTE,
1974). Included in the 1974 report as Appendix A is a revised
listing of the "Essential Defining Characteristics of PBTE" as
viewe'd'by the AACTE Committee. The revi ;ed iistingl is presented
in full on pp. 1R-20 for comparison purposes with the 1971 list.
The differences in the two listings are highlighted by the use
italics.

The 1974 report goL. on to say that "the Committee's concep-
tion of PhTE has not changed in any significant respect (AACTE,
1974, p. 7)" since the publication of its 1971-report. However,
because of the definitional problems that the Committee feels
still exist, it chose in the 1974 report to "approach the charac-
terization of PBTE-in a somewhat different manner (p. 7)."

I

The question may reasonably be asked, 'How does
the Committee's concption of the meaning and implica-
tions of PBTF, differ in 1973 from what is was in 1971
when the Elam report was prepared?' 'In three respects:

1. The Committee would now say that the -use of modules
is not a necessary, defining characteristic of PBTE
programs but simply a pra4ice commonly followed in
order to facilitate adaptation of instruction to
indivkdual needs and abilities: It often helps
materially to avoid a rigidly time-based instruc-
tional design.

2 The Committee would pow place much greater emphasis
than earlier on the significance in the design of
teacher education pro9rims of stating formal hype-
theses and setting op evidence-gathering and
record-keeping systems so as to faciditate the
testing of such hypotheses. This in recognition
of the key importance~ of_ building the knowledge
base which it sees- as a sine qua non for a full-
fletlged profession.

s. The earlier report may have given the impression
that goals (competencies) which cannot be defined
in assessable terms should be eliMinated. Not so.
The obligation is to strive for clarity, rigor,

15



_explicit definitiOn. But if the teacher educator
is convinced that something belongs in the pro-
gram even though he cannot measure it, he should
reel perfectly free to include it but recognize
that that aspect of his program is not performance-
based_ It may simply be conviction-based.

Although it was not explicitly stated in the Elam
paper, the Committee believes that if a program, or an
identifiable portion thereof, does not exhibit the
essential characteristics to an appreciable degree, it
should not be designated as PBTE. Jt is perfectly
legitimate, however, to be operating a properly labelled
teacher education program which is partly performance-
based and partry not (AACTE, 1974, p. 10) .
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( Orli et) I of l'o?r 01,1 in isi d 1 din at on

11. FiAd Setting
2. Dread Base for

1. individuali7ati, cn 1 Decision Making

12. Feedback 3. Protocol and
.3. S\stemic Program Training Materials
14. Exit Requirement 14. Student

Enphasi-i
I

Participation
15. Modularization in Decision ,

6. Student and Program' Making

I
Accountability 5. Research- oriented

I

and Regenerative
1. Career-Continuous
17. Role Integration

Teachiug mpetencis to be
demon-;trated ire role-derive
speciiied in helidYloral term-,
and made public.

i. Assesqment criteria tire c-,mpetency-based,

specify mastery levels, and made public.:.

3. Assess ant requires performance as
take.i student knowledge into

"account.

. Student's progress rate depends on
demonstrated competency.

5. Instructional program facilitates
development and evaluatin of spe.itic
competencies.

(Elam, 197.1, p. 22)
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Essential Defininn Characteristics qf MITE

A teacher education urodr,Im is performance-bascl LI

1. Competencies t, be uemonstratd 1, the student are

derivPd from_i:xpticit 20f:Lion of t< acher roles

171,1,c- cx;, =.,:

stated so as to make possible asscssmt.nL of a*student's
i:ohavy)r inlolatlor; to specLfkc compet(Incics, and

made public In- acivae.

2. Criteria to be employed in assessing competrncie., are

based upon , and in harmony wi th , specified compo g_encics,

explici± In exii.ecfed levels of mastery under
specified conditions, and

made public in advance.

3. The insructienal prouram l_rovides for the ,.;velopment and evaluation
of the student's achlr,vemelAt of each of the competencies specified.

4. Assessment of the studen4's coLlpetency

uses his performance as a primary iouice of evidence,_

takes into A.:cunt kilo ntudent's
knowledge n levant to planning for, analyzing,
.interpret_ing, or raftlatin,i F.ILuation:; or behavior,

strives for oh-jectivity, hhd

; it 1 thf, 7

Iristruct=-,/, ; -,:f,voment

if ,schorli

5. The student's rate of pro(4re:,-i thro,in I. he pro,jram is determined
by demonstrated colJpeLency (AACTE, 1974, p. i2).
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Essential Characteristics of Pia Instruction

In the judgment of the Committee, the essential charac-
_teristics of any performance-based instruction program are:

1. The instructional program is designed to bring about
learner achievement of specified competencies (or
performance goals) which have been

derived from, systematic analysis of the per-
formance desired as end product (usually that
of recognized practitioners) and

stated in advance.of instruction in terms
which make it possible to determine the ex-
tent to_ which competency has been attained.

Evidence of the learner's achievement

is obtained tnrough assessment of learner per-
formance, applying criteria stated in advance
in terms of expected levels of accomplishment
under specified conditions and -

is used to guide the individual learner's
efforts, to deturmine his/her rate of progress
and completion of the program and, ideally, to
evaluate the efficacy of_the instructional
systen."and add to the general body of knowledge
undergirding the instructional process.

The foregoing implies, of course, that

1. Instruction is individualized to a considerable
extent.

2. Learning experiences are guided by feedback.
3. The program as whole has the characteristics

of a system.
4. Emphasis is on exit requiYements.
5. The learner is considered to have completed the

program only when he has demontrated the re-
quired level of performance.

6. The instructional performance is not timejbased
in units of fixed duration.
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In addition; a Terformance-based teacher education
program usually has other characteristics, listed as .

'desirable' in the Elam report:

1. The programs to a considerable extent field-
centered--to enhance realism.

2. There is a broad base for decision inaking--
for logistical= reasons as well as the require-
ments cf democracy anu professionalism.

3. Instruction is often modularized and uses pro-
tocol and training materials--to achieve
flexibility and realism within the college
setting.

4. Professional preparation is career=long--
inherent in the concept of the professional
teacher.

5. A research component is often built into the
program--to enhance the knowledge base on which
the profession depends (AACTE, 1974= p. 7).
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ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS/CRITICISMS

Advantages of PBTE

Various writers and program developerS claim numerous
advantages of PBTE programs over the traditional teacher.edu7
cation programs. The ae most important advantages-claimed re
as follows:

1. Learning tasks called 'cctmpctenci6s are, clearlx stated
in performance terms so that the student knows in ad-
vance .exactly what he/she is expected to achieve.

2. Criteria used to assess competencies are based on
performance objectives, specified in advances, and
made known to the sfudents. Henoey the learner knows
exactly how he/she will he evaluated.

3. Students are frequently provided immediate feedback
concerning their progress, resulting in almost con-
tinuous reinforcement.

4. Program design allows for more individualization and
personalization of instruction:
a. students progress at their own learning pace or

rate
h. students choose among ,alternative and optional

ac ivities
c. students have more opportunity'to pursue, their

own learning style
d.. evaluation occurs when the student is ready
e. le'arn'ing experiences are tailor-made to meet

students' needs and interests _

5 A large'share,of the responsibility for learning is
shifted from the .instructor to the student.

6. Emphasis is placed on th(_i student's 'ability to per-
form rather than only on the student's knowlddge of
teaching as assessed by the paper and pencil method.

7. Greater emphasis is placed on obtaining field-baspd
experiences as'4posed to only classroom_end labora-
tory experiences.
Instruction is competency- ased rather than course-,
based or time-based.

9. Emphasis its on exit requirements rather than on en-
trance requirements.

_

10. Assessment of the student's domutencv strives for.
objectivity, and is y:r.iteripn-referenbd 1-athe? than
norm-referenced.

11. Program designs Are such 'that they lend theMselves
to needed,research on the teaching-learning Process.

12. Decision making is shared by all (teachers, teacher
educators, adminitr?ators, etc.) who are affected
by*prOgram decisi.ons.

21
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Limitations/Criticisms of PBTE

A review of the literature on PBTE quickly reveals that
there are some limitations, concerns about, and critic 'sms
of the movement. Many of PBTE's strongest supporters a
legitimately concerned with certain gaps in our current knowl-
edge base and/or methodology that may prevent achievement of
the full potential of such programs. Others are totally crit-
ical of the whole movement, sometimes denouncing it without
explahation as "anti-intellectual," "ill-conceived," 'poorly
planned," "mechanistic," and "fiagmented." A careful review
of what seem to be well thought out and sincere concerns,
criticisms, and/or limitations is presented here:

Lack of an Adequate ReseIrch Base.--There is little
doubt about this but, of'course, the same is true for tradi-
ti-nal programs ofteacher education. Besides the lack of
,research on what specific teacher behaviOrs positively affect

'.student outcomes, there is also 'little research available as
yet on th .effects of PBTE propiams on students. In spite of
these kn wledge gaps, program advocates believe that the PBTE
approach currently offers an excellent way for educators to
begin ,to make needed i'Mprovements'in teacher education pro-

- grams:

'Difficulty of Identifying and Validating the essential
Competencies.--There is a definite lack of research on the'
competencies needed to be a -good teacher. We know little
about the way people learn. Therefore, the'teacher compe-
tencies that are identified -may not be the skills teachers
need to increase student 'earning. RosenShine and Furst
(1971) state that our empirical knowledge of teacher effec-
tiveness is so meager that program development is impossible
or at best premature. Until there is adequate research On
what a good teacher does to contribute.to student growth,
tAttle can be said against this argument. However, this ar-
gument applies to conventional teaching programs as well as
performance-based programs. In conventic,nal programS,
there is often no specific identification of the skills
being taught. At least in a performance-based program, the
competencies are specified in advance and people are able to
judge the importance of the teaching skills that are being
taught.

Sum of the Parts May Not I ual the Whole.--Broudy (1972)
and .others feel that the PBTE movement would fractionate
teaching by breaking it clown into parts which, when put to-
gether, would 'not .equal the whole. The ability of students
to demonstrate the individual competencies, he says, does not
guarantee the teacher's success in the classroom. Sinatra
and Masla (1973) have responded to Broucly's criticism by ar-
guing that it is impossible to even begin to look at the
whole of teaching without breaking it into parts. In
performance-based programs, the component parts are care-
fully identified and categorized. The entire program is
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. publicly laid out and it can be Been how the acquisition of
one coffipetency builds on another. This gives the student the
opportunity to move toward the achievement of the whole of
teaching through a step-by-step acquisition of essential sub-
parts. In addition, each student's field-based experiences
w'-ile an intern, a student teacher, and/or an inservice

41 teacher provide excellent opportunities for the student to
put all the pieces together under the superviSion of a master,
teacher.

PBTE Programs Are Not Humanistic.--Part of the whole-
child concept includes attending to she affective needs of
students: Some people see PBTE as a cold, mechanistic ap-
proach that ignores the affective domain and deals only with
the cognitive needs of the students (Arends, 1971). A few
others imply that in PBTE programs, there are fewer oppor-
tunities' for students to explore, express, and comprehend
their feelings. People are asking if PBTE comes to grips
adequately with the social, emotional, 'and higher order cog-
nitive levels of learners. Proponents of PBTE argue strongly
that performance-based programs need not be dehumanizing,
mechanistic, or restrictive. Objectives in the affective do-
main are hard to measure (regardless of the method of in3fruc-
tion), but they can be stated in behavioral terms. Humanists
fear that what they consider trivial "laundry lists" of
teacher competencies may preclude the'search for other types
of competencies that defy precise measurement. Perhaps, as
with conventional programs of teacher education, PBTE,pro-
grams will be as humane as the persons who are operating them.

tack of Adequate Evaluation.Methodolocly and-In3trumenta-
tion.--The concern about weakness in the evaluation proce-
dures currently used in many PBTE programs is very well ex-
pressed by Krathwohl. He states:

It.is only if one has an adequate evaluation
prog'ram that one can call a program performance-
based! One of the im'ortant distinguishing charac-
teristics of PBTE is that the student is not given .

credit'for simply having completed an instructions'
experience; he or she must demonstrate mastery of
both oontent and associated behaviors. Yet programs
claiming to'be PBTE, give this aspect short shrift.
Current-evaluation techniques tend to be limited,
amateurish, or even sometimes omitted. In many in-
stances they do not go beyond simply having the
instructor sign off that a student has completed
certain experiences. This is no advance over past
procedures (AACTE, 1974, p. 40).

However, these less than adequate efforts on the part of
some programs calling themselves performarice-based do not
negate the very real potential for increased objectivity of
evaluation based on specified competencies and criteria.
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Shortage of High Quality Software.--Unfortunately, as .
with almost any other educational movement, some persons are
quick to turn 'out poorly developed and untested materials or
to place new covers with different titles on old materials.
As reported by the AACTE Committee:

A great deal of the material which has come to
the attention of the ;Committee.s poorly conceived,
technically deficient, superficial, and shoddy. High
quality, research based and field validated materials
gre costly and time consuming te produce; and yet
without the benefit of adequately developed materials,
the full potential of PBTE is unlike* to ever be
achieved. This is an area. that deserves further at.
tention and cooperative action by those concerned to
establish qUality standards for evaluation of mate-
rials and arrangements'tor publication and sharing
of PBTE instructional materials (AACTE, 1974, p. 15). 0.

Difficulties Associated with Instructional Management.- -
PBTE instructional Programs are very different in terms of
the organization and scheduling of instruction, the roles
played by both the students and the instructors, and the types
of management and evaluation procedures required. Studwits .

in PBTE programs are more accountable for their own learning,
and are given more choice and responsibility in the selection
of learning options. Increased ndividualizatXon of instruc-
tion is bound to pose challenging management problems. Con-
sider for example, a program in which 100 different modules
afe available, from which preservice students must completes
20 required modules and ten additional modules of their own
selection. Student assessment forms for each module, as well
as optional and recommended outside resources, must also be
accounted 'or. Each Student is working at his or her own rate.
Record keeping of all this activity and these resources can
become a nightmare. However, with proper planning, a workable
management system can be established.

PBTE Programs May Be Costly.--Little data is available
on the costs of operating PBTE programs as yet. Two major
types of costs are involved, hoofever: developmental (or start-
up) costs, and operational costs. As with most other new pro-
grams, there are initial costs to train personnel and provide
them with the time needed for such activities as planning the
program, developing or securing materials, and working out the
management procedures. At this point, it is unknown whether,
after a developmental stage of three or more years, the cost
of operating a program will be comparable, or more, or less,
than existing programs. While more expensive materials and
equipment, more costly assessment prOce.aures, and more record-
keeping deVices are involved, ,there nay be offsetting savings
through greater use of self-instruectional materials, use of
independent and unsupervised peer group study se.lsions, -and
the elimination of many typical class meetings.
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CURRENT EFFORTS, MODELS, AND PROJECTS.

Major efforts relative' to PBTE are currently underway
in all academic and vocational areas, for preschool, elemen-
tary, secondary, post-secondary, adult, undergraduate, and
'graduate programs. Development, implementation, and dis-
-semination efforts are in process at colleges and universi-
ties, and in education age " -;es at the local, state, region-
al, and national levels.

The teacher education project which has Probably done
the mostoto,foster the Careful development of PBTE programs
and which has unuoubtedly done-the most publishing of PBTE
resource materials has been the American Association of
'Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE). Under the leader-
ship of Karl Massanari; associate director, AACTE,'and di-
rector, PBTE project, and the Performance-Based Teacher
Education Project Committee (established in 1970), th6 AACTE
has already published twenty-one booklets in its- PBTE Mono-
graph Series and has begun the preparation 'of a series of
technical assistance papers. The project, which is now in
its seventh year of operation, has also sponsored and con-
ducted numerous national and regional conferences focusing
directly on the problems and issues involved in implementing
and maintaining P1TE programs: AACTE's efforts, supported
by a grant from USOE, have also focused on determining the
state of the art of the national performance-based movement,
and On fostering a widespread national dialogue about the
progress, 'prospects, and problems of the movement.

.

Another national effort,-launched in 1972 and also
supported by USOE, was the Multi-State Consortium on
Performance-Based Teacher Education. Perhaps best known for
its widely disseminated and. read PIATE,newsletter, the effort
represented a concerted approach by '13 states to promote the
cause of PBTE, particularly within their own states. The
project, adminiAtered by New York State and directed by
Theodore E. Andrews, had as one of its primary' objectives
the dissemination and communi,7ation of information about
performance-based teacher education. It also focused on the
implications of PBTE for "state certification; the interstate
sharing of information, materials, and personnel; and helping
member states develop management systems for'performance-
based approaches td teacher education. Under Teacher Corps'
funding, 17 states (including the 13 formerly in the4Multi-
State Consortium) now interact and collaborate undei the
auspices of the new National Council of States on Inservice
Education.

A third prominent national effort is The National Con-
sortium of CBE Cente:s. The (-HE consortium is an informal
association of institutions involved in the development and
implementatibn of competency-baFA teacher education. Also
supported by USOE, the Consortium consists of nine National
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.CBE Centers, each of which was an outgrowth of the -design and
development activities initiated in 1968 as the Comprehensive
Elementary Teacher Preparation Models. .Each of the centers
is involved in conducting CBE research and development acti-
vities for implementing preservice and inservice program
models, and in providing developmental assistance and training
to others interested in'installiv; competency-based education
programs. The consortium serves to coordinate efforts'of the
nine centers, to provide CBE leadership at the national level,
and functions as a clearinghouse for providing developmental
program assistance.

A broader overview of the ex'tensivo and pervasive nature
of the many other PBTE, CBTE, and CBE efforts is presented
in Appendix C.

What as critical in considering the many PBTE (CBTE and
CBE) actiyAies is how. con --each of the programs, projects, con-
sortia, and clearinghouses defines and delineates PBTE. As
mentioned earlier in this r'port, there are a number of terms
-associated with the PBTE movement: individualized, self-
paced, field-based, criterion-referenced, multi-Media, ac- '

countability, modularized, etc: However, there is a i-eason
why these programs are called "competency" or "performance"
based.- Legitimate PBTE (and CBTE),programs always abide by
the two characteristics inherent in their name: (f) they are
based on identified and validated competencies.; andA2) in
order to show competency, the student must perform the skill
under actual school conditions to specified standards.- Cur-
rently in the field, there are few programs which rigidly ad-
here to both of these clearacteristics.

Due possibly to the speed with which the PBTE movement
has swep'ts, the nation, or to the pressure of mandates, or to
a zeal to improve teacher education programs, many of the
programs and projects presently under development or in
operation have incorporated varying pieces of the form of
PBTE, frequently without capturing the real substance of PBTE. .

There are a wide uanqe of activities being conducted under
the banner of PBTE: modules without 'programs; programs with-
out (or with loosely defined) competencies; competencies with-
out programs; programs which equate field-based with
competency-based; programs with competencies but without pet-'
formfince; programs with performance bet wi thou't competencies,
etc. The remainder of this section describes some of the
varied research and developinent efforts going onsrelativ to
the identification and. validation of competencies, the devia-
pment and implementation of programs, and the development of

assessment procedures and-instrumentation.

Competenc,, Identificatron and Validation

'Patricia Kay (1975) identified three basic procedures
for deciding what competencies should be included in a PBTE
program. From least to most operational they are (1)
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theoretiCal approaches, (2) task analytical approaches, and
(3) course conversion approaches. Kay says that probably no
program hasused only one approach and that most programs
likely contain elements derived from all three. She further
delineates the task analytic approaches into the following
five sub-categories: (1) basic task analytic procedures,
(2) analysis of the teaching performahce associated with
curriculum packages, (3) school learner needs assessment,
(4) analysis of projected teaching roles, and (5) empirical
hypothe§is generating.

The task or role analysis procedure with its many vari
ations is probably the most commonly used by vocational edu-
cators. This approach typically involves identifying the
competencies involved in teaching in a given area or at a
given level by (1) conducting a search'Of the literature;
(2) asking teachers working in that area and/or at a given
level to describe what they do, what they feel they should
.be doing, and what additional skills they feel they need;
and (3) asking teacher educators, supervisors, and admini-
strators- to describe and verify what teachers do.-and/or-
should be doing. The studies by Walsh (1958), Crawford (1967),,
Halfin and Courtney (1971), Cotrell et al_ (1971a,b and 1972a;
b,c), and Benson et al. (1974) are examples of this procedure,
Criticism of this approach stems from the fact that this pro-
cedure may-perpetUate the status cluo since it tends to empha-
size competencies whicn epresent' what teCthers do, and not
necessarily what teachers do-or should do that, in fact, pro-
motpsstudent learning.

One type of the taskianalytic approaches, the school
learner needs assessment approach, appears most desirablp
and is yet perhaps the most difficult and least viable at
this time. While the goal among teacher educators has long
been to train teachers in the skills Which will result in
maximizing student achievement, to date there.has been no re-
search which conclusively lnks particular teacher behaviors
to specific student achievement. Nonetheless, efforts to
identify competencies using this procedure have been at-
tempted. For example, in Minnesota, the Task Force to Study
Programs Leading to Certification for Teachers of Social
Studies (197.3) started with"010 identification of "pupil
outcomes toward which a c?mpetent teacher makes progress."
From there, they'generated <3-list of "teacher behaviors
which facilitate achievement of pupil outcomes." Finally,
they developed a list of "compe4encies which facilitate
those teacher behaviors."

The course conversion procedure, is also very frequently
employed, particulrly,in states where a mandate has been
issued. This approach commonly results in the translation
or reformulation of present courses into new statements of
behavioral objectives or competencies. The knowledge and
skills a teacher should possess are inferred from the current
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course content. As with thetask analytic procedure, this
approach tends to perpetuate the status quo, and hence is not
likely to result in many significant program changes. An ad-
vantage of this approach, however, is that it is expedient- -
changes can be made quickly and at relatively low cost.

The theoretical approach, while conceptually very prom-
ising, is undoubtedly the molt costly and difficult to uti-
lize. This approach requires extensive study and research
and a high degree of both technical skill and conceptual ex-
pertise among program developers'. ,Theories.and models Of
learning and human behavior are complex and abstract, and
hence require a great deal of interpretation and extrapola-
tion. A further limitation is. that theoretically derived
programs can only be successful if the underlying theories
used are, in fact, accurate descriptions of the realities of
the teaching process.

In specifying competencies by any one of these three
procedures, there has been an attempt made in most cases to
identify teaching competE(ncies in each of the three learning
domains: cognitive, psychomotor, and affective. Although
critics have repeatedly accused PBTE programs of being de-,
humanizing and mechanistic, in many programs special efforts
have been made to include the affectivelelement.' One of the
categories specified by Wright (Benson et al., 1974) is
"Nurture Humaneness." Florida International University's
list of competencies includes "provide positive teacher-
student interaction." Weber State University's competencies
include "interaction skills." The University pf Texas at
Austin composed each competency using a synth ?sis of three
parts: Problem Solving, Human RelatiOns, an9 Job Task. Like-
wise, the affective element is evident throughout Cotrell's
elements and criteria, and the University of Nebraska's'
NUSTEP program.

One variable iriVolved in Competency generation is the
16x/el of specificity of the competency statements. To illus-
trate, the following list contains examples of various persons
or institutions that have identified teacher competencies and
the number of competencies they identified:

Michigan Model Elementary
Program

Cotrell '

Wright

Courtney

Walsh

Burke

3 J
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2;700, competencies

384 performande elements

.327 teaching tasks

130 items,

107 competencies

80 competencies
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University of Texas at
Austin

Florida International
University

Lehigh University

27 critical competencies

7 generic competencies

4 competencies

Ulte ,2 competehcies

Compare the scope-of a Cotrell competency, "Write a Lesson
Plan," with the scope of bite's two competencips:, Teachers
-tan state-objectives, and Candidate's pupils demonstrate
growth consistent with stated objectives.

How many original competencies-are identified an what
level of specificity is used is not critic'-1, however. What
is critical is that each competency is ultimately broken down
to a level of'specificity which is measurable. Each of
Cotrell's 384 elements is further broken down into measurable
criteria. For example, the element "Write a Lesson Plan" is
broken down into eight criteria, one of which is "The lesson
was based on the specific-student performance objectives."
Similarly, at-the University of Texas at Austin, the 27
critical competencies are broken down to 246 specific compe-
tencies. Therefore, whereas competencies, may, vary in scope
and breadth, the ultimate product of the competency identifi-
cation process must be measurable criteria-if the program
which is developed around these competencies is to be, in
fact, performance-based.

Another variable is the level of mastery for which the
competencies were identified. The Cotrell study, under the
sponsorship of USOE, attempted to identify all the competencies
important to the successful vocational teacher.. On the other
hand, the,State University College of New York at Buffalo and
the Frieder model &Okey and Brown, 1972) sought to identify
competencies for the beginning teacher only. Many institu-
tions have started with existing competency lists and selected
from those lists the competencies which specify the level of
mastery for which they are training teachers at their parti-

,

cular institution, state, or instructional area.

The validation procedures used by program devellpers to
authenticate the competencies which were identified are for
the most part similar to the procedures used to'identify theM.
Although the term "validation" is used; it is more nearly a
"verification" process. Lists of competencies were (1) cosy
pared to other lists; (2) given to educators at all levels
and-rated,as to the importance of each item; (3 ) subjected to
Q-Sort and Delphi techniques; and (4) compared to the litera-
ture-. :

Using' these identification and validation procedures, or
some combination thereof, a large number of competencies have
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been generated. There are lists of competencies generic to
all teachers-and lists of competencies needed by teachers of
specific areas: industrial arts, agriculture, distributive
educatiOn, English, elementary education, social studies.
(A listing of some of the available lists of competencies and
their sources is included in Appendix B.) What is needed now,
according to. Warmbrod (1974), is not identification of more
competencies, but an effort to make sense and order out of
the ones we have--which ones do make a difference. Research
is underway at a number of institutions for the purpose of
relating teaching behaviors to student learning. The National
Institute of Education (NIE) is supporting projects in this
area by the Far West Laboratory, the California Commission for
Teacher Preparation -and Licensing, and the Research and Devel-
opment Center for Teacher Education in Austin. According to
Rosenshine (1974), large scale studies about the relationship
between teaching competencies and student achievement are
also underway at the Center for Educational Policy Research
at Harvard, the Institute for Development of Human Research
at the University of Florida,.the Stanford Research .Institute,
the Bureau of Educationally Handicapped, and the Purdue Edu-
cational Re'Search Center.

Module Development

-.., For most of the PBTE programs currently in existence,
the specified competencies have been formed into some type

3

of printed package: Most packages are called modules_ somesome
are called ILPs (Individualized-Learning Packages), some
LAPs (Learning Activity Packages). While modules ar not an
essential characteristic of PBTE, their flexibility and
adaptability facilitate performance-based instruction. Some
PBTE materials have been given special institutional or.other.
tyWnames (e.g., POP Kits, W1LKITS, WAYNE KITS, MINN MODS).
These packages vary in length from one page outlines to
totally self-contained booklets which include all necessary
information and directions for use. The outline-type modules
Serve primarily to make public the competencies; many are
similar to course prospectuses. Since two of the most de-
sirable characteristics of PBTE are that instruction should
be self-paced and individualized, the most fully developed,
self-explanatory modules seem preferable. The majority of
modules developed thus far do not include options for per-
forMance of the skill in an actual teaching role the final
experience or post assessment tends to be of the paper-pencil
variety or the student's performance'in a simulated situation
-is assessed using a performance checklist or the instructor's
subjective judgment. r

The modules produced by The Center for Vocational Educa-
tion under the sponsorship of NIE are fairly unique in that
each module (1) inclUdes a final learning experience which .

always involves student performance in an actual school situa-
tion, (2) involves the use of a Teacher Performance Assessment
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Form" which lists detailed criteria for successful performance,
and (3) has been subjected twice to a rigid testing and re-
visiop process. If there is a single point at which existing
programs break down in their quest to 'become truly competency- -

or performance-based, it is probably in the area of final
assessment. If student competency is measured by a paper and
pencil test, or if competencies are specified only to serve
as a structure for course development and not as a basis for
assessment6.then PBTE is little different than the traditional
course-approach to teacher education. f

Existing modules generally have fairly similar elements
as follows:

1. A listing of prerequisites
2. Directions for using the module; often this is

handled using a flow chart .410
3. Rationale or introduction - xplaininq the impor-

tance of the competency being covered
4. A listing of performance objectives: terminal

and enabling
5. A listing of terminology, resources, and materials

needed
6. Preassessment--usually a short-answer test
7. Explanation of the activities to be completed in

order to reach each objective; this is often in
chart form

8. Information sheets
9. Feedback devices--mcst often essay or objective

tests
,10. Postassessment--usually a short.- answer test, but

inssomo cases, performance at the planning or'
simulation levels and occasionally performance in
an actual school situation ae involved

The activities involved' in most available modules are
structured to offer the learner a number-of alternate routes
for reaching an objective. In addition, optional; enrichment,
er quest activities are frequent'y included for the learnq
who desires to pursue a particular subject further. Activi-
ties typically involve reading, role-playing, planning, re-
acting to case studies, videotaping performance for critiquing
by peers, and discussing. A number of modules also include
recycling activities sc that a student who does .not achieve
a particular objective-initially can get further information
or practice without repeating the exact same activities.

Module development models are .proliferating, and most of
tnese models conscientiously practice whit they preach. For
example, Heath (n.d.) at Oregon State [lniverElity and Houston
et al. (1972) have developed modules on writing modules;.
Kapfer and Ovard (1971) have developed an'Insfructional
Learning Package on preparing, and using ILPs; and Hygler (1971)
has developed a Learning Activity PackAoawon constructing
LAPS. Drumheller (1971), Frantz (1974), Hauenstein (1973) ,
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arid Silvius an4 nam (q9.7.1-.0 have contribufed. to the area by
producing documents explaining systems ariproaches to,curricu-

lum development. Arend;, and Webe,r (1973) have pro-
duced the second edition of t_hir CE IA: module development

handbook. Others such as N'dirt (1q75) have produced hand-'.

books or guidc,F.i fOr the development of modules for secondary
and post-secondary technical sublect matter' instruction.
Additionally, many of 'the m&lulos which have been developed
by teaellpr education: instirutILims as 'part of their PETE pro-
grams are available And cJn sertre,

Prourarn Develwiment an.] Implem,2ntation

HoustLn -t (1:-J;s ai -_' tnA_ I Iran: design in-

volves the following ten
/

1. Specifying )rogramTatic ast=-ilTrptiourz

2. Identifyina comPete-reie
3. Delineating obiectives
A. Indicating criteria levjls an a.z-zessment modes

5. Clusterinq and ordering oblectives"
6. Designing instructionil strategies or modules 'r
7. organizin_; a manaciement svtem
8. resting tht instuctionil systr
q. lIvaluatinA the If-ltructional

10. Ieuinin

They further su,_41_, ned_ttlinear, but

sy2; Leiria t 1 C* ra t_ with t-:ac_11 F,t and each cycle

of stage cori. iore an( rflotr_ ,lined and e*.<=

,licif model."

The rs six site; !it,'. ;toW der.,) gn process

have been gene:Any dor wiLh in tHe fiejd,
and a numbi.!r of prototype,: and models rxist. It is in
attemptin,J to IP.-a with th- lar-,t four -,-tePs that more ques-
tions than inswers hav, been genf_ratc,d. Tf PBTL is to in-
volve individua,IL:e'd instruction, 'then faculty, facilities,
and equipment :ru --f; t b, Hal,: available in sufficient quantities.

In some cases, this iar- reepired achIitJ_ouAl funding. In many

cases, these c -s f1 r i i raised ITho luestion of the
possible nee-] f _r sfAftil, t. If PBTE is to be,
in fact, fel (_.-operati\:e A!ringements with

local school district,: :nu-1 he If nTF is performance-
oriented and net Lime-h, ini, h_ w, for r-x_imple, does the in-
stitution give grades, r-:ct ab course-;, as'o,ss course fees,'

And determine faculty loa:!,. lf a PETE program is to lead
to teacher certitication, then standard--1 based on competen-
cies must be ost.blIshed.

For the most part PriT grairs are. still

in the pilot st,ages, and lirdtod effort,-: tend to be lc,ss

disruptive. Howovi!,r, af -;lach am the University
of Nebraska, the Universit-, rt Houston, WAyne State Univer-
sity, and Florida International Univeritv in which the PETE
program is opeTitional, guesti-Ins ore being raised and



dealt with. The need to address these concerns .s evident
in the steps suggested for implementing a PETE program by

Baird 'and Pelt (1973):

1. Got whole staff to'agree
2. Obtain tentative list of competencies
3: Esthblish criteria for acceptable performance
4. Organize plausttlle and meaningful learning

activities
5. Secure adequate facilities
6. Get administrative' support foi new and different

teaching loads and..responsibilifies
7. All agencies invele,..1=H must agree to experimen-

-tation
8. Establish record-keeping system ,==

.
Continuously iI*jf rm sta!f-of act inns and re-

- actions tp the program- .

Whereas Houston's pro,;ram desi,;n st(ps seem straight-
forward and the tasks manageable, Baird irsl Pelt .suggest some
of the roadblocks which ust be iJefore PETE can be --

come a reality. Most developers .find the first step by it-
.self a major hurdle to accomplish.

However, none of the questions arH unanswerable and none
of the hurdles insurmountable. In Appendix D are program
descriptions of :1 sampling c.,f PETE effort_s hich. should pro-
vide some insight' into how development and iigdementation
question§ can he an'swered.

Evalua,tion Procedures

The program dosigq tasks listed by Honston et' al. (1973)
and the implementation tasks listed by Baird and Pelt (1973)

both make reference to the need for assessment and evaluation
systems. In traditional programs which grade students "A" to
"F" on projects, examinations, and term papers, a simple grade
book usually stiffices.. Program evaluation in traditionar
courses is by personal preference or, in some cases, by a
student evaluation instrument. The nature of PETE programs
demands a more detailed and complex system. The program can
include a large number of students working on individualized
tasks selected in terns of their own needs and at which they
are proceeding at their of.,,n pae:-s. How does s-ne monitor all
these isolated activities? Furt-hermorf, as a new program
with new instructinal materials, continuous fe-edback is
ne'eded on'program and module effectiveness so refinement can
occur.

Peterson's progri71 at Minnesota in..'olvet.i only a limited
number of students at a . Ther1,1f)re, i ba.i- graph of

students' achievement of compitencies, Informal feedback,
and module evaluation forms are sufficient for the task.
But, what happens when the program involves the entire school

of education? At Brooklyn College, for example, 1,200 stu-
dents were involved. One way in which this evaluation task



is being handleid is by computer. At Florida International
University, COMSPEC (Computer Management System for
Performance-Based Curriculums) is being used for four purposes:
(1) to monitor student progress, (2) to monitor group progress
for course analysis purposes, (3) to collect student attitudes
and opinions, and (4) to gather feedback on individual pro-
grams.

Similarly, at the University of Toledo, the University
of'Illinois, and Temple University, computerized monitoring
systems are being used. At the University -of Toledo, students
must prmE competency in three ways: (1) select response
(multiple -choice), (2) constructed response (essay), and (3)
performance response (criterion checklists). Each of these
response devices is an IBM processed sheet which can be
easily fed into the computer system.- Additionally, students
evaluate instruction and this information is also fed into
the computer. The computerizedsystem allows for constant
monitoring of student progress by use of printouts. If pro-

.

grammed to do so) the computer can perform troubleshooting
tasks; i.e., provide instant feedback to apprise an instruc-
tor that a particular studeht is having a problem.- Ands'
finally, the computer can allow program staff to continuously
monitor the-effectiveness of their instructional program and
materials.

This is not to say that in orderkto implement a PBTE
program, one must have access to a computer, and especially
not to a sophisticated computer system.. A simple system
silch as the one develcTed by the Department of Vocational
Education at Temple University can' easily be used to help
monitor and record student progress through an individual
module and through the total program, whether a pres&vice
or Phstervice student.' Given a small faculty-student ratio,
or adequate differentiated staffing, computerized assistance-

. is certainly not necessary. However, if computer hookups
are available, the system's monitoring alapabilities may
prove ideal for a PBTE program.

There is total agreement that some type of individual
student and overall progress assessment and evaluation system

. is needed for all PBTE programs. Presently a large variety
of approaches are used; some unfortunately'qo little, if any,
beyond, the cognitive, paper aru pencil appi:oaeh, while Others-
rit4htly emphasize the students' need,to be able to do as-well
as know,. These programs generally provide cr:terion check-
lists for peer self - evaluation in practice or simulated
settings and conclude with frnai assessment ny a competent
person or persons of the student's ability to 'perform the
speCified competencies in actual school situations.

There is also general agreement that while PBTE programs,
by their nature, demand a more detailed and sophisticated
management system than most traditional programs, a computer-
ized system is not needed. That is not to say, however, that

3n
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where large numbers of students and competencies are involved,
a computerized management and monitoring system would not
prove helpful.

4 3 5
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Many recommendations for the gUidance o0 the develop
. ment and-implementaion of PBTE programs have been imade by

many differentrspersons. The 19714 'MOTE Committee report en-
titled Achieving the Potential of Performance- Based-Teacher
Education: Recommendation contains a list of twenty-one
well-stated recommendati9ns.f Presented here is a brief list,
of recommendations, offered without much further comment,
which are based on our best perceptions at this poin, in the
developffient of performance-based teacher education.

Recommendation #1. Very careful attention needs to be
given by researchers and ptogram deiielopers to the
methods and procedures used for developing and verifying
lists of teaching competencies. Once identified, the
competencies beiome the organizing:center around which
everything else is_str4ctured. Lists of teaching com-
petencies must beperiodically reviewed, reexamined,
and researched do keep them current with the changes in
education.

Recommendation #2: Further research is urge needed
to establish cause and effect relationships between what
a teacher does and what students learn.-

Recommendation #3. Guidelines for the deyelopment and'
evaluation,of high quality, field-tested, and validated
PBTE instructional materials should be prepared and
widely disseminated.

_Recommendation #4. It is imperative that research and
development efforts be undertaken to develop teacher
performance assessment procedures and instruments that
are both reliable and valid.

Recommendation #5'. Piogram developers and implementqrs
should:be encouragtd to ?Ian a sound implementation
strategy along realistic time lines, and to consider im-
plementation only when adequate resources are avai4able
to meet Start-up and initial-operating costs.

Recommendation PBTE programhdeveloplArs should make
every effort- to involve teachers, administrators, state
education agency personnel, and-appropriate others on a
collaborative and cooperative IpasisIn'the early plan-
ning and developmental stages.

Recommendation 47. Program devtAl'opers should' recognize
and niv_ careful attention to fhe inrtial and continuing
preparation of staff and students for their roles in
PBTE programs.
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Recommendation #8. While state legislatures and state
departments of education should strongly encourage and
support research and experiMentation with PBTE programs,
they should not mandate PBTE.as the only approach to
teacher education.

Recommendation #9. State departments of education and
accrediting agencies should establish procedures where-
by PATE nroarams an hci:. inifiat-41H withont heling aplayod
by inflexible standards or outdated course requirements.

er-lw It should be sufficient that the educational institution
is able to provide assurance of high quality standards.

c.

Recommendation #10. College and university administra-
tors should provide leadership and give strong support
to'PBTE program developers in the form of additional
funding to aid beginning programs, and permit the neces-
sary changes in institutional credit, procedures, courses,
tuition, etc., changes that are needed in order to en-
courage the establishment of optimal PBTE programs.
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State of the Art--Current Activities in
Competency-Based Education)

1. .1",evenieen states have mandated the approach as a full new or
alternative system for teacher education and certification,
15 others are considering similar action. Several states
plan full implementation within the next severalayears.

2 Approximately 500 institutions of higher education have
pilot programs, about 120 have large operating programs, and
15 have institution-wide programs.

3 In 1972 a complete bibliography on the subject had 22 items;
a "complete" bibliography finished in 1974 included over 800
items covering 57 different categories.

4. Pilot programs exist for almost every conceivable category
of education adult education, teacher education, education
media, library personnel, nuclear radiology, dentistry, etc.

5. Thirty-I-seven. out of 58 national professional associations
surveyed in 1974 indicated involvement in competency-based
education program develdpMent.

6. Six states have mandated both competency-based education and
career education as major program priorities.

7. Competency-based examinations have become part of the
licensing process for several occupations and professions.

8. A major national commission including 30 prominent educators
and political leaders has been formed to spearhead a national
research and development program in CBE--the commission is
supported by private foundations and is affiliated with the
Educational Testing Service of Princeton, New Jersey.

9. Thirty-one states have joined the Interstate Certification
Project concerned with the mobility of educational personnel
and interstate reciprocity of teaching certitiates. A
major focus of the 74-75 program is on transferability
problems relating to competency-based education.

10. Fourteen states have formed a national consortium for the
purpose of sharing information materials and personnel and
for helping member states to develop management systems fot
the development and use of performance- based approaches to
teacher education and certification.

1 Allen Schmieder and Margaret McNeely, Competency Based Education
in Fields Other than Teacher Education (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Office of Education, Division ofEducational Systems Development
and the National Consortium of CBE Centers, 1975), pp. 3-6.
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14. Leadership representatives from a cross section of educational
constituencies--higher education, teacher professional
associations, school systems, students, the basic studies,
state education agencies, the Federal Government--have formed
a National Committee on Performance-Based Teacher Education
(sponsored by the American Association of Colleges'for -

Teacher Education) to determine the "state of the art" of the
national competency-based education movement and to support
a widespread national dialogue about the progress, prospects
and problems of the CBE movement.

12. Ten predOminantly black colleges have formed consortium to
spearhead the development of competency-based education in
small colleges.

13. The Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education,
supports projects which include a large number of professions
and are generally directed at the identification and formula-
tion of competency objectives, assessment for mastering of
competencies, and the design and implementation of learning
processes which 'facilitate the attainment of specified.
competencies.

14 138 Teachdt Corps projects involving as many institutions of
higher education and local school systems give high priority
to CBE programming.

15. A national occupational competency Testing Institute has
been formed at the Educational Testing SerVice, Princeton,
New Jersey.

16. HEW is supporting the development of alternative approaches
to staff development for adult educators in all 10 HEW
regions. Two regions (II, III) have concentrated on
competency-based education, others have focused on related
approaches.

17. Ohio State University's Career Education Personnel Develop-
ment Project (USOE) is developing competencies for teacher
education in career education.

18. There is a National Clearinghouse on PBTE at American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, in Washington,
D.C.

19. There is a National Clearinghouse on Individualized Instruc-
tion at Georgetown University, in Washington, D.C.

20. There is a-Natio'nal Clearinghouse for CBE in Community and
Junior Colleges, University of Florida, (;ainesville, Florida.

21. There is a National Clearinghouse for Action Research in CBE,
at Bowling Green University, Bowling Gik_-n, Ohio.
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22. There are nine Regional Competency-Based Education Qenters
supported by the Office of Education to develop experimental
CBE models in teacher education and to provide deN,elopmental
assistance and training services for those interested in
installing CBE programs.

23. The American Bar Association is sponsoring a study of
(Hastings Law School, San Francisco) the implications of CBE
movement for training of lawyers and for education related
court eases.

24 The School Library Manpower Project administers six experi-
mental program'models in competency-based library-media
education.

25. Over two years the AACTE National Committee has sponsored 10
regional leadership training institutes for over 2,000
educational leaders.

26. A virtual "Nationaj Storehouse" of related materials have
been developed at colleges, universities and Federally
supported educational laboratory and research and development
centers, e.g., 145 validated protocol packages, 650 (Gage
Catalogue) validated training materials, mini courses, ITU
Teachers College Units, Parson's Guided Self Analysis,
Interaction Analysis Packages, IGE packages.

27. The Educational Testing Service is developing end testing
taxonomy and assessment instruments for .identifying and
evaluating competencies acquired in domestlic and volUnteer
activities.

28. The Council for the Advancemeni: of Small .Colleges is conducting
case studies regarding cost effectiveness in a variety of CBE
programs.

29. A number of skills and competency banks have been developed
at several institutions of higher education and regional
education laboratories.

30. Large module banks exist at approximately 10 institutions.

31. Four states have developed state-level generic competency
catalogues.

32. The Altioch administered University Without Walls Program
provides external degree opportunities for thousands of
students through a national network of colleges and univer-
sities.

33. The Open University of the United Kingdom enrolls nearly
5°,C00 students from all wllks of life and is the largest
educational publisher in the nation.
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34. New York State has developed an external degree program in
the fields of nursing (AA&BA), business administration (AA)
and the liberal arts (AA &BA)' (heavy emphasis on life
experience and military experience).

35. The Learning Resource Center in Syracuse, New York has a goal
of providing competency -based external degrees to 5,000

adults in the next several years.

36. A growing liSt of institutions have developed CBE programs
in school administratio,,, including Alabama A&M University;

- Arizona State University, Bank Street College, University
of Connecticut, Florida International, University of North
Florida, University of Georgia, Governous State University,
University of Kansas, Iowa College, St. John's University,
Columbia Teachet's College, University of Houston, Weber
State College, University of Utah, University of Vermont.

37 An institute for Research and Development of Competency-Based .

Teacher Education Programs hasbeen formed in the College of
Education at Wayne State University.

3R. The Department of Supervision and Curriculum Development at

the University of Georgia isdeveloping-a competency-based
center in Curriculum and SUpervision. A number of other

places now have CBE degree programs in supervision, including.
University.of California at Santa Barbara, Florida Internationa
University., University of North Florida, Governous State
University, Tri State College, Louisiana State University,
Weber State College, and the University of Utah.

39. The American Associationof SehOol. Librarian Division of the-...

American Library Association has formed a committee td devO.Op

a competency-based certification model for school media $

personnel.

40. The Model Legislation Project, working in cooperation with the
Lawyers Committee-for Civil Rights Under the Law, made an
analysis of all state regulations and laws relating to educa-
tion (developed 3,000 pp. index) and as one consequence, is

developing model legislation for competency-based education.

41. Six leading CBE states, working with the National Commission.

on PBE, are developing plans for coordinating research programs

and sharing results.

4-2. Competency-Based Education is one of the major priority areas

in a newly developipg Federal Government interest in finding

ways to diminish the isolation of formal education. Three

Federal agencies (HEW, Commerce, Labor) have formed inter-
agency task forces--includina one on CDE--to work on the

problem.
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43. The Nationaj Institute of Education in supporting a number of
:significant CBE efforts--two of the most important being the
California Project whic4 is examining relationships between
teaching; and learning in key subject areas and the Oregon
State Project which is developing CBE programs at the high

school level. A large number of other NIE projects have
important implications for CBE program developers.

44. Experience to date in impleme.nting CBE programs for educational
personnel development includes the:
--conceptual ization'and initial development of an array of
- CBE pilots
--implementation, evaluation, and revision of many of these

pilots
4411.

-development of a wide array of instruction" materials and

resources
-building of relevant data banks
--development of new assessme -nt procdurf-s .end instruments
-clevelopment of competency lists
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APPENDIX I)

PBTE Program Descriptions

The first nine program descriptions which follow represent.
a sampling of five vocational and four general education PBTE
research and developmental efforts. These nine were selected
from the many efforts underway because they kl) exemplify
most of the characteristics of a total PBTE program; (2) are
completely or nearly operational; and (3) have documented their
efforts in the literature.

The other br_of descriptions which rollow (pp. 95-100)
represent significant other PBTE projec's or activities in
vocational education which are of a regional, state, or insti-
tutional nature.
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THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION2

1967-1976

Personnel Responsible: Cotrell, Filich, Hamilton, and others

Research Phase

I. Conduct Research Phase
A. Identified competencies needed by teeichers of conventional

vocacional programs
1. Occupational analysis of each service area
2. Interviews with educators at various levels

4
3. Introspection
4. Competencies (237, rated by educators at Various

levels
a. Competencies common across service areas (94%

:ommon)
b. Competencies unique to :Angle service area. (6%

unique)
c. Importance .of competencies (226 important)
Critical Incidents SurVei,.: 30 additional competencies
identiTled (256 total)

B. Identified competencies needed by reacher-coofdinators of
cooperative programs
I. Occupational analysis of each service area
2. Interviews
3. Introspection.
4. Competencies (385) rated by,teacher'-coordinators

a. Competencies commoti across service areas-(92%
common)

h. Competencies unique to single service area (8%
unique)

c. Importance of competencies (all important)
5. Meeting of te,acher-coordinators: 384 competencies

confirmed
C. Findings of Phases f and IT merged ( 390 competencies)
D. Refinement by project staff (384 competencies)
E. 384 competencies clustered into 10 categories

a. Program Planning, Development, and Evaluation
b.- Instructional Planning
c. Instructional Execution
d. Instructional Evaluation
e. Management
f. Guidance
q. School-Community Relations
h. Student Vocational Organization
i. Professional Role and De-,,elopment
i. Coordination

F. Measurable criteria delineated for each competency by
Center staff

G. Competencies. clustered into 123 modules (learning packages)

2See page 77 for graphic overview of program phases and steps.
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Development and Testing Phasp

II. Develop Module Prototype
A. Two sites: University of Missouri at Columbia; Oregon

State University at Corvallis
1. Site Cdordinator from The Center at each site
2. Writing teams composed of teacher educators from each

of the vocational service areas at each of the two
sites

B. Module. development process
1. Each site contracted to write specific modules of

their choice 4"

2. Writing team developed modulP
3. _Module reviewed at dovelopina site, at other site,

and at. The Centgr
4. Three. reviews synopsized
5. Center staff made revision deciSins based on all

reviews
6., Module revised at site or by Center staff (118

brown cover modules resulted)

III. Conduct Preliminary Testing

..
A. Three sites: University 'of Missouri_at Columbia; Oregon

State.University at Corvallis; and Temple University In
Philadelphia
1. Feedback gathered from:

a. Teacher educators testing modules
h. Preservice teachers using modules
c. Inservice teachers using modules
d. All service areas

Is. Psychometric refinement by California Testing Bureau:
McGraw-Hill

C Cateaories.of-modules reviewed by consultants

TV. 'Revise Modules
A. Review teamF (teacher educators, consultants,, editors)

at Center revise modules
1. Team members review module and all revision data

independently
2. Team members meet to discuss rev'ision needed,
3. Module revisor makes revisions
4. Team reviews mrdul0 and approves or suggests further

revis:on (St,,ps 3 and 4 are repeats r1 until module
is approved,

5. Editor chenks moduleAlor format iccuracy and grammar
(. Revision cool iia torNgives riit)dule eontent reviiew
7. Final typing
8. Typed module checked for aceur.wy by editor
9. Module is posted up

10. Final quality control check is nide
B. One hundred module; revised for advan,d testing

Conduct Advanced Testing
.A. -Eight sites:

1. Florida State Illiven,ity,
2. Cujonidn St,ite Univer,ity, Port_ cellins

V.
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3. University of Northern Colorado, Greeley
4. Temple University, Philadelphia
5. Rutgers University, New Brunswick
6. Holland College, Prince Edward Island, Canada
7. Ferris State, Big Rapids, Michigan
8. University of Michigan, Flint

B. Ten National Institute for PBTE sites (1975-1976)
J. University of Vermont,: Burlington
2. State University College at Buffalo/

' 3. University of. Pittsburgh
4. University of Tennessee, Knoxville
5. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis
6. Oklahoma State University, Stillwater
7. University of Nebraska, Lincoln
8. Utah State University, Logan
9. University of Arizona, Tucs9n

10. Central Washilgton State College, Ellensburg
C. Feedback gathered

1. Pre/Post Estimate. of Performance
2. Resource Person Feedback Booklet
3. Teacher Trainee Feedback Booklet
4. Teacher Performance Assessment Form

VI. Refine Modules for Publication by AAVIM in Athens, Georgia

Dissemination and Implementation Phase

VII. Disseminate, Materials/Assist wita Implementation
A. Twenty -five National Institute for PBTE sites (1976-77)

1. Appalachian State University, Boone, North Carolina
2. Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah
3. Central Connecticut State College, New Britain
4. Cent /al State University, EdMond, Oklahoma
5. Cullman County Area Vocational Center, Cullman, Alabama
6. Eastern New Mexico University, Portales
7. F1iderated Universities of North Texas Area, Richardson
8. Indiana University, Bloomington
9. Iowa State'Uni,-ersity, Ames

10. Michigan Stat- University, Fltst Lansing
11. New York Tr.ititute of Technology, Old Westbury
12. Ohio StP:e University, Columbus
13. Pennsylvania State University, University Park
14. Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana
15. State University College at Utica/Rome,,Utica. New York
16. Suburban,Henriepin Technical Center, R.den Prairie,

Minnesota
17. University of Kentucky, Lexington
18. University of Louisville, Louisville, Kentucky
19. University of Minnesota-Duluth
20. University of New Hampshire, Durham
21. University of Rhode Island, Kingston
22. University of Sout=h Dakota, Springfield
23. Virginia Polytechnical Institute, Blacksburg
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24: Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo
25. Westfield State College, Westfield, Massachusetts

B. Conduct National, Regional, and Statewide PBTE Workshops

Note: Initial Center PBTE research (1967-1972) was supported by
the U.S. Office of Education; most curriculum development
and some field testing (1972-1976) was supported by the
National Institute of Education; other field testing and
training and dissemination activities (1975-1976) were
supported by the U.S. Office of Education (EPDA) or self-
sponsored.

Additional Information:

Cotrell, Calvin J.; Chase, Shirley A.;-and Molnar, Marilyn J.
Model Curricula for Vocational and Technical Teacher Educa-
tion: Report No. V General Objectives, Set II. Columbus,

Ohio: The Center for Vocational Education, The Ohio State
University," 1972.

Fardig, Glen E.; Norton, Robert E.; and Hamilton, James B. Guide
to the Implementation of Performance-Based Teacher Education.
Columbus, Ohio: The Center for Vocational Education, The Ohio.
State University, November, 1976.

Hamilton, James B. and Quinn, Karen M. .Resource Person Guide ,to
Usg.ng Performance-Based Teacher Education Materials. Columbus,
Ohio: The Center for Vocational Education, The Ohio State
University, October, 1976.

Norton, Robert E. and Huang, May W. Student Guide to Using
Performance-Based Teacher Education Materials. Columbus, -

Ohio: The Center for Vocational Education, The Ohio State
University, August, 1975.
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PERFORMANCE-BASED VOCATIONAL TEACHER EbUCATION CURRICULA
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ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY AT NORMAL

Personnel Responsible: Pierce, Edwards, Waimon, Lorber, Zeller,
Fisher, and Franks

Program: Professional Education Sequence (PFS)--1971

Level: Preservice Secondary Teachers

Competencies: Analyzed teacher role in terms of specified
competencies; competencies are written in behavioral terms
and then specified as objectives with explicit assessment
posibilities.

_Modules: Developed from competencies using systems approach
based on Kibler's General Model of Instruction. EaCh
competency is the subject of a separate learning package.
Packages are brief and structured as follows:

Rationale (purpose of package and how it fits teacher
role)
Behavioral Objective (behavior, conditions, required
proficiency level)
Preassessment (essays to al .4 studen to determine
present level)
Coricept and Questions to be Answered (study guide) N

Required Learning Activities (multiple paths; sequeAced)_

Optional Learning Activities (increased practice;
broader view)
Description of Evaluation (demonstration of skills)

Program Description: Each student is given a PFS'Guide
containing,all packages. Students plan portions of their
own learning sequence. Each package has been weighted by
merit-according to the approximate number of class hours

needed. Seventy percent of the merits are required
packages which provide all competencies needed by a pre-
service teacher. Thirty percent of the merits are elec-
tive packages which can be completed when the student
finishes the required work. Work is self-paced and self-
directed. Students can demonstrate competency any time
they wish. There are no "grades" or "incompletes" given,
when student proves competency,he/she gets credit for

that module. The evaluation devices used are criterion-

referehced.

The "faculty is composed of specialists in methods as
well as secondary reading. Approximately 1300-1800
students are in the program. Each student can select
any advisor for one-.to-one planning and consultation.
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Given a specific problem, a student can go the area
ekpert to receive specialized assistance. A series of
seminars with five to ten participants is held to cover
higher order skills. Students work with packages, do
micro-teaching, complete eighteen hours of observation
and assisting and at least two hours' of teaching in
the campus laboratory school, and then student teach.

Facilities and Equipment:

Ampex Corporation Random Access Information Retrieval
System
Study carrels and media equipment and materials
Testing center open 45 hours per week including'
evening hours
Computerized record-keeping system to monitor
competencies attained by each student.
Micro-teaching stations equipped with cassette
videotape recorders, monitors, and cameras.

Additional Information: /

Edwards, Clifford H. "A Performance-Based Teacher Education
Program." Peabody Journal of Education. -51 (April 1974):
224-28.

Lorber, Michael A. Computers Help 2,000 Students Self-Pace
Their Learning. Normal, IL: Illinois Stite University,
College of Education, 1973.

Lorber, Michael A. "Increased Learning FreedomNia Competencies.
-Vaper presented at the Conference on Computers in the
Undergraduate Curricula, Claremont, California, 1973.
ED 081 229.

r
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ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY AT NORMAL

ti
Personnel Responsible: Loepp, Johnson, Hackett, James, Pierce,

and Wray

Program: Preservice Occupational Program (POP)--1973

Level: Preservice Vocational Teachers

Competencies: ExiStIng competency lists were pooled

(approximately eiglit sources used including Cotrell)

yielding 2,000 competencies. Competencies were sorted

into 11 conceptualized areas (e.g., Program Planning, j
and then translated into 62 performance objectives
with specified conditions and criterion levels.

Modules: POP Kits

During Phase II;(1974-75) POP Kits were developed for _

28 of the 62 competencies: Eleven of those Kits were

pilot tested at eight public universities in Illinois

and subsequently revised.

During Phase III (1975-76) ten additional POP Kits

were developed. All 28 Phase II Kits were pilot tested

and subsequently revised.

According to its developers, POP Kits are mostly self-

contained, attractively illustrated, and arranged for

efficient use by students. The instructor is made an

integral part of each Kit. The Kits are structured in

the following manner:

Rationale (why the material in the Kit.p important)

Performance Objectives (the performance to be demi-5n-

strated by the student)
Preassessment (self-test to help the student decide

if he or she should complete any learnincl'activities

or proceed directly to the evaluation)
Learning Activities (minimum of three 1 arninq modes;

e.g., readings, slidVtapes, videotapes, transparencies,

simulations,etc.)
Evaluation (techniques to allow tHe instructor to

'evaluate the student's performance)

These materials are available on loan from the East-

Central Curriculum Management Center, Illinois Office

of Education, Adult, Vocational and Technical Education,

100 Norf.h.First Street, Springfield, Illinois 62777.
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Models: Staff have developed the POP Instructional Model
(PIM) and an Implementation Model.

Additional Information:

Pre-Service Occupational Program, POP Kit 0.1: A POP Kit
on they're- Service Occupational Program. Second Edition.
Springfield, IL: Board of Vocational Education and
Rehabilitation, Division of Vocational and Technical
Education, Professional and Curriculum Development Unit,
n.d.



TEMPLE UNIVERSITY AT PHILADELPHIA

Personnel Responsible: Cotrell, Adamsky

Program: VITAL (Vocational Intern Teaching Applied
Learning)--1973

Level: Inservice vocational teachers without previous
vocational teacher preparation

Competencies: Since Temple uses the modules developed at
The Center for Vocational Education in Columbus, the
competencies are those identified in the research
directed by Cotrell while he was at The Center. An
occupational analysis (introspection, and interviewing
of master teachers and vocational teacher educators)
in Phase I of the study resulted.in a preliminary
list of 237 performance requirements of teachers in
conventional vocational programs. In Pha.pe II, a
similar process was- used- to identify the performance
requirements of teacher-coordinators of cooperative
programs. The findings of Phases L and II were merged,
resulting in 384 performance elementi that were clus-
tered into ten professional categories. 'Finally, a
set. of performance-oriented general objeCtives speci-
fying the' competencies and the general driteria for
evaluating a teacher's performance of the stated
activity was developed.

Modules; There are 100 Center modules covering the 384
competencies. Temple uses modules covering 76 compe-
tencies in the areas of instructional planning, instruc-
tional-execution, instructional evaluation, and shop
organization and planning. Modules that were originally
tested relied on outside references, Wit the revised
modules are mostly self-contained and structured as
follows:

Title Page (includes identification:of performance
elements
Prerequisites
Introduction
Module. Structure and Use (includes explanation of
module organization, objectives, procedures for use,
resources needed, and terminology used)
Learning Experiences (includes an overview; rning
activities such as reading information shee s, reacting
to case studies, planning, and conducting ole-plays;
and feedback activities)
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The final learning experience always requires the student
to demonstrate his or her competency in an actual school
situation. Resource persons (fieid or resident) use an
objective criterion-referenced evaluation instrument called
a "Teacher Performance Asstssment Form" to assess the
student's level of performance. The learning experiences
always provide the needed background information (cognition),
opportunities to apply that information in practice situations
(simulation), and final assessment of performance in an
actual school situation.

Proaram Description: The program incorporates the concepts
of field-based teacher education, performance-based teacher
education, criterion-referenced evaluation, individualized
learning, self-pacing, self-evaluation, differentiated
staffing and assessment in actual school situations. The
interns are considered a part of the staff since they are
each ultimately responsible for their own learning. A
resident resource person (master teacher) and a field
rescurce person (university staff member) work with the
interns. Their efforts are-coordinated by a senior teacher
educator. A Council of Educators consisting of an appointed
representative of local administration, a teacher education,
and an elected local teacher become involved when a certi-
fication decision must be made. The program bas_cally oper-
ates as follows: (1) resource person and intern determine
the intern's needs and select a module accordingly, (2) the
intern completes module (in part or in total), again according
to personal needs, (3) whe'n the intern believes that the
stated criteria for performance can be met, the final learning
experience is attempted and self-evaluation is performed,
(4) when self-evaluation indicates successful performance,
evidence of this is presented to a resource person, (5)

intern and resource.person confer to determine if the evi-
dence (usually a videotape of the presentation; in some
few cases, written evidence) indicates adequate performance,
and (6) when evidence of the intern's overall teaching com-
petency has been accumulated, it is presented to the Council
of Educators fora deision regarding provisional certifi-
cation. The program has been expanded on a pilot basis
to include preservice teachers. Currently, pilot program's .

are planned to include similar activities for those seeking
certification as vocational supervisors and directors.

Management: VITAL-MIS, a computp-ized management ihformation
system has been developed to assist the program coordinator
and field resource persons in managing the data needed, in
carrying out their prociram responsibilities. VITAL -MIS
became completely operations in the fall of 1975. Stcred
in memory is an up-to-date de7criotion of the personal and
demographic characteristics of all interns and the staff
members serving them, as well .as a complete history of staff
and intern activity since becoming active in the program.
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This information is provided to staff members through reports
issued at specific intervals. These reports auide much of
the staff's activity in serving the interns.. The information
stdred in VITAL-MIS is also used in combination with that
obtained through the yearly evaluations of the program. The
Total Information Base is currently being used to determine

sif it is possible to predict an intern's success in the
classroom based on his or her persona.1 and situational
characteristics as well as the service received while in
Program VITAL.

Additional Information:

Adamsky, Richard and Calvin C. Cotroll. "ProgrSM VITAL: A*
Futuristic Inservicc Mod:lsfor Vocational Teacher Education."
Journal of Industrial Teacher Education. 12'(Summer 1975):
39-46

Vj
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UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON

Personnel Reponsible: Hollis', Felder, Weber, Howsam, Houston

Program: General Education Preservice--1968

Level: Elementary.and Secondary Teachers

Competencies: Started with five propositions about what a teacher's
role is: (,l) teacher is a liberally educated person with as
broad background in his teaching field; (2) teacher reflects
in his actions that he is a stuapnt of human behavior; (3)
teacher makes decisions on a rational basis:. (4) teacher
employs a wide variety, of appropriate communication_ and
instructional strategies; and (5) teacher. exhibits behavior
which reflects professionalism. From these five propositions,
16 broad competencies were generated. These competencies
were, in turn, broken down into sub-cOmpetencies. Explicit
criteria are specified for as ssina these competencies.

Modules: Activities were sequenced using Frances Fuller's
Concerns Model; i.e.; a prospea*tive teacher goes'through a
describable series of concerns as follows:' (1) concern
about why he is in teacher education and about teaching
tasks and pupil needs; (2) concern about himself as a teacher;
and (3) concern about his impact on students. Using the
model, the following sequence of modules was developed: (1J

an employment module; (2) a multicultural module; (3) a
module on instructional objectives; (4) modules on teaching
skills (e.g., set induction)`; and (5) Optional Affective
Modules (e.g., listening and responding).

Program Description: The program is .individualized. Students
start with a series of Career Decision Experiences to seP if
teaching is the appropriate career for them and at what
level .they should teach. Students then move through a
sequence of acquiring singlcv'Skills, integrating skills,
micro-teaching) tutoring, and interning. Students' achievement
of competencies is not time - bound. Students are held
accountable for the demonstration of competencies, and given
a number of options for acquiring the skills. Students can
participate in seminars, large and small-group discussions,
micro-teaching sessions with peers critiquing performance,
Observations, and independent study. When a student is
ready to be assessed, he/she meets with the supervisor.

CThey decide cooperatively which competeneps will he assessed
during the observation. During the observation, data is
aathered specifically on the competencies agreed upon and
feedback is given_b:Aed on that data.

Facilities and E5uipment: A modorn fac i I i tv ,;u1;ports the program's
individualized nature. The first .floor (7ontains a largo
round auditorium (KIVA) for large-group meetinas and small
counseling rooms with one-way' alass. Mc, second floor is an



*is

open space environment. On.the third r there is a
Learning Resource Center containing carrels, hexagonal
tables, media, and a variety of egurpuient. The fourth
floor has seminar rooms. A set of faculty-student mailboxes
serves to keep the communication lines open.

Additional Information:

Bowles, F. Dougla_,.. "Competency-Base-d Teacher Education:
The Houston Story." Educational Leadership. 30 (March
1973): 510-12.

Houston; W. Robert and Howard L. Jones. Three Views of
Competency-Based Teacher Education: II, University Of
Houston. Fastback 49. Bloomington, IN: Phi Delta
Kappa Educational Foundation, 1974.

School Based Teacher Education Project: Report of First
YearActivities, 1975-1976. Houston, TX: University of
Houston; 1976.

Thompson, Bruce. Analysis of CBE. Houston, TX: University
of Houston, College of Education, 1974. ED 098 206.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

Personnel Responsible: Peterson

Program: Pre and Inservice Teaching Methods for Agricultural
Education Teacher i--1968 (Revised 1972 and 1975)

Level: Secondary Agricultural Education Teachers

Competencies: The program consists of a prepared list of com-
petencies that focus on basic problem-solving teaching
technic;ues. The competencies derived were Compared to
those identified by Cotr(li for validation. Thirty subject-
matter areas, primarily in the rlanning, execution, and
evaluation of instruction, were identified and confirmed
as being most important for beginning agricultural teachers.
Eighty-one objectivcs provide the fr,.mework for the instruc-
tion, and the thirty areas are sequenced from simple to
complex.

kf-)dules: Thirty subject-matter areas are formed into thirty
individualized teaching modules called Minn Mods. The 30
modUles are grouped into eight areas (e;q., "Evaluating,"
"Group Teachini Methods"). The modules are essentially
selc-contained and structured as follows:

Rationale
Objectives
Preassessment (essay and objbctive questions)
Learning Activities (readings, audiotapes, videotapes,
etc.)
Evaluation (evaluation is based on the completion of
learning activities. Each module may involve written
tasks or actual performances. The learning activities
are evaluated on the basis of quality of performante
(satisfactory or unsatisfactory). Evaluafion consists
of a checklist for each learning activity. A micro-
teaching performance is required in 10 of the 29 modules.
A key feature of the system is that each.module has
an audiotaped discussion which forms the basis for
completing the learning activities. Modules requiring
a teaching performance have a videotaped model teaching
situation.)

Program Description: Students must complete the 25 modules within
the limits of 10 weeks, preferabtly immediately before student
teaching (which is the thirtieth "modulo"). The course
carries 5 credits;'modules are either completed satisfactorily
(credit) or unsatisfactorily (n6 credit): students contract
fcr a "C" (credit for 23 modules), a "B" (credit for 29
modules completed' satisfactorily or an "A" (credit for 29
modules completed with a good to excellent rating). "Student
progress through modules is kept on a simple bar graph,
posted in the independent study room. Students proceed at



their own pace through the modules, making appointments
with the instructor as required to micro-teach or to
participate in small-group discussion. Large-group discus-
sions are held one hour a day for the first week and once
a week for the remainder of the quarter. The course must
be successfully completed before student,teaching.

Facilities and Equipment: A well-stocked learning resource
center contains specially prepared materials for each module
(e.g., files of modules z:Ind audiotapes, file boxes of
references, videotaped demonstrations, high school texts,
workbooks, and other resource-). There are study tables,
lounge chairs, and study carrels equipped.with audiovistial
equipment. Facilities are also availEible for micro-teaching
sesS ions.

Additional Information:

Peterson, Roland L. "('impotency-Based Vocational Teacher
, Education." P4er presented as a graduate School Lecture

to the Agricultural Education Department, The Ohio'State
University, Columbus, Ohio, 1975.
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UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA

Personpel Responsible: Kelley, Andrews

Program: NUSTEP (Nebraska U ,versity Secondary Teacher Education)--
Imitiatedlt1968; Operat; 11 1969

Level: Pre,.ervice sec- eachers of English, music, science,
social studies, b education, speech, modern foreign
languages, and math.

Com,. ,,,tencies: NUSTEP staff formulated a list of objectives based
'n their assumptions as to the skills and knowledges needed
by"teachers.

Modules: Learning Tasks Booklets contain the modules for the
program. Mere is a Basic Learning Tasks Booklet containing
the 11 required modules, and seven Learning Tasks Booklets
for specific disciplines (e.g., English Education Learning

0 Tasks, and Business Teacher. Education Le4rning Tasks) each
containing approximately 10 modules designed to develop
basic teaching skills in the disciplines and 10 additional
modules designed to provide additional depth and breadth to
the student's use of educational psychology and secondary
education. Materials are self-instructional; they include
most of the r'adinq material§ necessary for a basic instruc-
tion to the subject. The module format is structured as
follows:

Preface (Learning Task Description)

--Problem Area
--Performance Objectives
--Prerequisites

Learning Aotivitigs:

-Readings '(information sheets and outside resources)
-Activities for classroom practice
Activities for pract -ice in field situations

-Activ.ities for evaluation of student orformance
-Information Sheets
--Performance Criteria

Program Descript,ion: The program is founded e eight broad goals
of th6 department which specify the type of teachers the
program sho.uld produce. Students enroll in NUSTEP during
their junior year or first semester of their senior yer.
/The NUSTEP program lasts for one semester and carries nine
!academic credit hours. NUSTEP represents halfthe student's
course load (20 hours a week) during that semester. The
semester following NUSTEP is usually 'spent student teaching.
Instruction is team-planned and often team taught. Each
student is assigned a proctor (staff member) to work with.
The student,. his proctor and his cooperatinp teacher work
together to plan the student's activities,.half of which are
lectures, lab and self-instruction, and-half of which are
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field experiences. Emphasis is on achieving the performance
objectives and demr,nstrating comp,74-.Jnce.in micro-teaching-'of
student teaching settings. The program is success-based; a
student who is unsuccessful receives an incomplete and can
recycle until his or her performance is successful.

Additional Information:

Kelley, Edgar A. Three Views of Competency-Based TeacheZ,
Education: III, Universityof Nebraska. Fastback 50.
Bloomington, TN: Phi Delta Kappa Educational Foundation,
1974.

Kelley, Edgar A. and John W. Zimner. NUSTEP, A Performance-
Based Teacher Education Pro ram: The First Four Years,
1969-1973. Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska, Teachers
College, 1973.

Sybouts, Ward. "Performance-Based Teacher Education: Does
It Make a Difference?" Phi Delta Kappan. 54 (January
1973) : 103-304.
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WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Personnel Responsible: Cook, Richey

Program: VAE (Vocational and Applied Arts Education) Pre-
Certification Teadler Education Program--1971

Level: Preservite Vocational and Industrial Arts Teachers

Competencies: Efforts started with a review of the literat.ure,
including Cotreli's 384 competencies. They defined
"competency" operationally and had faculty members review
the competencies. Faculty members added 20 items and
deleted what they considered to be inservice and coordination
competencies. Several thousand intern leachers, vocational
teachers, non-vocational teachers, administrators, school
board members, representatives fromApsiness-and industry,
high school and community college stiOnents, And graduates of
vocational programs then rated each competency. As -a result,
75 competencies grouped into seven categories were identified.
After a year, this was reduced to 50 competencies. The
competencies are the skills, knowledge, or judgments that
students need to demonstrate at a predetermined proficiency
level before certification. Each competency contains a
number of objectives. A single objective may show up under
several competencies. Course objectives cut across compe-
tencies. Competencies are general and program-related;
ob43c*ives are specific and course- related

Modules: .Called Wayne Kits, the modules use a format borrowed
from Wilkits (Weber State), Unipacs (r/D/E/A), HELP (Home
Economics Learning Packages) and ILP (Individualized Learning
Packages). A systems approach is used to design curricula.
Kits contain a xAriety of experiences (media, dicussions,
and micro-teachiRg).

Program Description: Students start by assessing their needs to
determine present skills and training requirements. An
exit test and prerequisite skills test are used in the
needs assessment process. The program is presented in phases:

Introduction to Education (teaching vocational and
career education programs); (2) Foundations (theory and
practice of teaching and learning); (3) Methods of Teaching
(specialization area); (4) Intern Teaching; (5) Intern
..raching Seminar (philosophy of education); and (6) Field
Experience. The elivery system used by _a professor is aot
specified: however, there is agreement that competency need
not be ...ittained through formal courses. Lecture, small-
group discussion, micro-teaching, field experiences, and self-
pacing through Wayne Kits are all used. Evaluation involves
exit tests to determine mastery anu later follow-up of on-
the-job demonstration of skill's. A retrieval system for
Wayne Kits has been develOped.
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Model: Staff members have developed both a systems modil for
curriculum development and an accountability model...specifying
the responsibilities of persons involved in the program.

Additional Information:

Cook, Fred S. et al. A Working Model of a Competency-Based
Teacher Education System. Detroit, MI: Wayne State
University, Department of Vocational and Applied Arts,
1973. ED 07.7 870.

Department of Vocational and Applied,Arts. Competencies
and Performance Objectives. Competency Based Teacher
Education Series: No. 1. Detroit, Mt: Wayne State
University, Department of Vocational and Applied Arts,
1972.

Department of Vocational and Appl fed Arts. Two VAE System
Models. Competency Based Teacher Education SerieS: No. 2.

Detroit, MI: Wayne State University, Department of Voca-
tional and Applied Arts, 1872. -

Department of Vocational and Applied Arts. Competencies and
Performance Objectives. Competency Based Teacher Educa-
tion Series: No. L. Detroit, MT: Wayne State University,
Department of Vocational and Applied Arts, 1973.

LaChapelle, Bette, e . The Intern Teacind Handbook.
' Detroit, MI: Wayn tate University, 1975.
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4 WEBER STATE AT OGDEN, UTAH

Personnel Responsible: Parkinson

Program: Individualized Performance-Based ';eacher Education
Prouram--Initiated Planning 1966;, Operational 1970

Level: Preservi.ce elementary, secondary, and early childhood
teachers

Competencies: Teacher educators, teachers, administrators, and
education students defined competencies needed for success-
ful teaching, translated competencies into instructional
objectives, and specified learning experiences which could
help students meet those objectives. Available research
was also utilized.

Mr-dules: Each Wilkit (Weber Individualized Learning Kit) deals
with an important teacher education concept; some contain
skills generic to both elementary and secondary teachers,
others contain skills specific to elementary or secondary
teichers. The module format is structured as follows:

Title/Time Needed/Materials/Advance Arrangements
Introduction/Content-
Preassessment
Instructional Objectives
Learning Experiences
Self:-Evaluation (answers may be discussed with professor)
tProficiency Assessment (performance evaluation; written
exam; planning activity; micro-teaching)

Each module includes learning experiences such as seminars,
peer sessions, individual conferences, laboratory experi-
ences, fc,culty conferences, and directed readings.

Program Description: Modules art organized within course blocks.
Students' work is self-paced,with some.options_provided as
to the activities and methodologies in which they will
participate. No letter grades are given; grading is credit/
no credit. if i student fails to complete modules, then NC
is given andthe student reregisters for the course. The
program is built on a philosophic framework including
12 statementS.as tb what the Weber State faculty believefi
teacher preparation should embody. Ir keeping with one of .

these statements, "teacher preparation should be based on
the skills of effective human interaction," students
participate in an interaction/human relations training
laboratory for 40 "hours att-h+sbeginnine of their professional
Lraining.
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FLORIDA INTERNATTONAL UNTVEPSITY

Personnel Responsible: Hauenstein and others

The Division of Vocational and Adult Education at Flori-
da International University has established the following
BTE program areas: Industrial Arts Education, Vocational
Industrial Education, Technical Educaillon, Home Economics
Education; Adult Education, and Administration and Supervi-
sion. Efforts were begun in fall 1972. All courses in each
program aro of the modular format. The modules contain goals,
task,;, enablers, instructional resources, and criterion lev-
els of extected performance. Some components of the under-
graouate and graduate programs are field-based.

_FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY'

Personnel Responsible: ndreyka and Blank

Project ACTIVE (AttainNpa Competence for Teaching in
Vocational Education) began in 1975 with the following pur-
poses: (1) to identify and , ioritizeprofessional compe-
tencies important to vocation a teachers, (2) to identify
specific assessment criteria tha may be used to determine if ,

competencies have been attained, (3) to develop performpnce-
based, self-paced learning packages, (4) to develop evalUation
instruments and strategies that will allow for objective
assessment of competency mastery while the participant is
performing in an actual school situation, and.(5) to fully
implement this competency-based program in the traditional
university setting.

Project ACTIVE is designed to meet the professional needs
of the following groups at both the preservice and inservice
levels: Business Education, Cooperative Education, Distribu-
tive Education, Industrial Arts Education, Technical Eduwaion,
and Trade-and Industrial Education. While many aspects of the
project are still in the developmental stage, the Trade and
Industrial Education component is scheduled fc.-- implementation
in fall 1976. A state advisory committee was established, and
practicing professionals in Florida were polled to identify
the competencies most important to Trade and Industrial teach-
ers. A pilot program based upon the 65 competencies identified
has been'initiated. Student- progress in the program will be
-monitored by the use of a conventional transcript as well as
a competency -based transcript which lists each competency at-
tained, date completed, grdde earned, and the name of the
faculty resource person who helped the participant achieve
competent_17.

..-.-

Florida State University has al: ;o participatec:,in the
advanced testing of The Oenter fo VocrOLonal Education's 100
PATE modules.
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HliLLAND COLLEGE, P.E.T., CANADA

-Personnel Respohsiblce: Coffin and Glendenning

Holland College, a inlet-secondary institution located at
Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, Canada, has established
a completely competency-based staff development program of in-
service education for its own occupational education faculty.
In 1971, a DACUM committee composed of members of the facul-
ty and administratron developed an "instructor profile chart"
of the competencleq needed by their instructors. DACUM is an
approach to,task analysis and curriculum development whereby
a committee of workers from th4 e occupation being analyzed par-
ticipate in a modified brainstorming type of workshop to (1)
identify the major areas of responsibility of workers in the
occupation; and then (2) further specify or delineate the
tasks that workers must perform in each major area. The Hol-
land College instructor profile chart was updated in June of
1976 and now includes 258 specific competencies for post-
secondary instructors, grouped into 11 broad categories. In-
structors, over a given period of time, are expected to demon-
strate their competency on a specified minimum number of
teaching skillq. Ratings on the instructor profile chart are
based on industr_al performance standards. A staff develop-

.,

ment resonrco center has been established where a large
assortment of printed and multi-media materials, as well as
a staff doveiopment ,specialist, are avail ,ble for instructors.

Holland College also participated in the 'advanced test.ng
of The Center for Vooational Education's PRTE modules during
the period of May 19:5 to August 1976.

Per so nn (2 1_

FENT STATE UNIVERSITY-

onsrbl#: Albright 'and Pinchak

As part of a 1974-1975 EPDA proloct entitled "Identifying
-Competencies Necessary for Teachers of Disadvantaged and Hand-
icapped Youth," the competencies deemed necessary for Ohio's
Occupational Work Adjustment- (oWA), Occupational Work Experi-
ence (OWE) , and Special Ifeeds teachers were identified.
Teachers, teacher educators, and supervisors were asked to re-
act on a five-point scale te) 112 competencies'organized into
the six major areas of progiam management, curriculum, class-_
r()om management, coordinatihn, remediation, and counseling.
Teacher and supervisor responses indicated that all 112 com-
petencies were perceived as necessary and valid. Teacher re-
sponses suggested that the three program areas are more alike
than different in terms of the teacher competencies involved.
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ersonnel fZe

Tr\AS r & M UNIVERSITY.

Aorring

A statewide proleet involving nine teacher education in-
stitutions cooperated in a 197-1976 project entitled t!ie
"Identiticition and Validation of Competencies for Teacher
Education in Acicicullure." Specific obtectives of the project
incladed: (1) to iaentify the competencies required for en-
try into the professional_ role of a voeational agriculture
teachot, (2) t) i it': the competencies identified, and (3)
to initiatt procedures for illeorpora-ting the verified compe-
tf,ncies into the teacher Education programs of the nine unir-
t:e'rsities prosiding certification programrs for vocational
agriculture teachers in Texas. A survey instrument w's de-
velope by a state advisory committee of teacher educators
and state supervisors. The instrument, containing 135 items,
was responded to by 311 supervising teachers, 22 teacher edu-
cators, and 14 state supervisory personnel. A high level of
agreement was indicated on nearly all competencies by all
three groups. At a working conference of teacher educators
and state staff, priorities"were established by consensus for
,both oreservice and inserice programs. A core of essential
competencies has been identified and veriti'ed, and a beginning
made toward incorporating tIle competencies into they teacher
education programs of each or-the nine cooperating universities.

L:N1VFUITY OF ARIZONA AT TUCSoN

Porsonnel Reslonsible: McCormick

A professional competency-based teacher education pro-
gram in agricultural education was initiated by the Department
of Agricultural Education in the College of Agriculture during
the 1968-1969 academic year. All undergraduate professional
education courses (20 semester hours) offered by,the depart-
ment are integrated into. the "professional competency corc."
concept. This core consists of 92 professional competencies
essential for beginning teachers of agriculture. The staff.
feels the "competency approach" to pre,paring teachers of-agri-
culture in Arizona has been highly effective as evidenced by
performance of graduates in the field. From a curriculum

tistandpoint, the competency approach has helped (1) to
nate gaps in the instructional program, and (-2) to reduce
overlapping of-ccaurso content to a minimum. It is "strongly
believed by staff, teachers, school administrators, and state
departrilent of education personnel that th, approach has im-
Ore:wed the instructional program in agricultural education."
In an atfompt to keep them professional preparation rcrogram up-
to-date, individual teacher assessments cat professional compe-
tency are made at regular intervals; namely, 6 months, 12
months, and 2,4 months after initial employment.
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UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT PORTLAND-GOAAM.

Personnel-Responsible: "Berry, Vail

An EPDA-funded project for USOE Region I entitled."Com-
petency-Based Teacher Education for Vocational Educators of
New England" 'was initiated in September 1975. One of the ma-
jor goals of this project was to identify and prioritize. two

groups of teacher competencies/modules. The first group of
competencies/modules was to consist of those competencies
which should be included in a preservice vocational teacher

seducation program. The second group was to consist-of only
those competencies needed by, a tradesman entering teaching
without any formal teacher training; a "Survival Kit" which
would assist him/her while he /she acquired other teaching
competenCies through an inservice program. To obtain the
desired information, the opinions of New England vocational
teacher educators were sought through use of a two- phased
Delphi Technique identification process. Thy questionnaire
developed listed the one hundred vocational teacher,
competency-based modules developed and field tested by The
Center for Vocational Education at The Ohio State University.
Respondents were asked to make a judgment about ach compe-
tency/module for each of the two categories: preservice
program,-and survival kit program. The judgment requested
for each category was whether the competency (1) should be

required, (2) is desirable, or-11(3) is not needed for that Pro-
gram. Data was analyzed to indicate (1) the ranking of the
importance of the various competencies for a preservice pro-
gram, and (2) the ranking of the importance of the various
modules for the tradesman's survival kit program. Fifty-

eight of the competencies were recommended for inclusion in

a preservice program and 40 competencies were recommended for
inclusion in the tradesman's program. In August of.1976, the
University of Maine launched a statewide vocational adult
teacher education inservice program using. the,findings of the
regional study as one important basis for progra'A development.

UNIVERSITY OF NnBRASKA AT LINCOLN

Personnel Responsible: Crain, Burlow, Egglanci, Hansen, Cromer

An EPDA-sponsored traininyproject entitled 'Inservice
Activity to Facilitate the Impl6mentaCion i Competency-Based
Teacher Education Activities" is being carried out for USOE.
Region VII. by the Department of Vocational-TechnicalEdUcation
at the University of Nebraska at Lincoln. The inservice acti-
vity .teeing conducted during' the period July 1976 - June 1977

is focusing on the orientation of vocational teacher educators,
deans, and state department oteducation personnel from Nebras-
ka, Iowa, Missouri, and Kansas. Specifically, the project is
designed to accomplish the following objectives: (1) :partici-
pants will become familiar with the state of the art in ir?gard

to CBTE, (2) participants will examine one detivery-sys4.en for

,
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CBTE, (3) participants.will assess the implementation processes
used in thattdelivery system in reference to their institu-
tional situations, and (4) participants wi'Ll explore the im-
pact,o1 CBTE implementation on the statewide vocational teacher
education system. Procedures and materialS developed by The

OP Center for Vocational Education at Columbus, Ohio and the
l'ilivrsit of Nebraska at Lincoln were used in conducting a
three-day. workshop.

A s.7cond Hiectbt ing conducted in Nebraska during 1976-
1177 fecasLs on Professional Preparation for Two Year Post-
Secondary Vocational Teachers" in Nebraska's area vocational
sr-hools and community c011eges. A 19/6 brochure carrying that
title has been prepared (with tl-,help of a special Ad Hoc
't-tidy Committee) and Publish by The Nebraska Advisory Coun-
c for Vocational Educ ion. Staff from the University of
Nebraska at Lincoln, th NebraSka Advisory Council, the Re-
3r arch Coordinating Un , the Community Col loge roard, Kearney
State College, and the Nebraska Division of Vocational Educa-
tion collaborated in the development of a statewide system
that involves all institutions of higher education which are
concerned with the professional preparation of.post_-secondary
wIcational and technical teachers.'

'The s'u:ly was undertaken bi the Advisory Council in
respon ;e to request c; from the post secondary community colleges
in,Nebraski. Thcse colleges were concerned that the pro-
fessional vocational teacher preparation courses were notger-
l."n,, t,) their unigue needs, and there was also a general lack
01 agreement Among the post-secondap)7, intatutions concerning
what Leaching competencies were needed.

Two lists of competencies were identified by the committee:
ection I o the report lists competencies recommended for pre-

service training sessions for prospective teachers, and Sec-
tion II lists additional.eompetencies which are considered to
be." 'ital to proficiency in teaching." The repott states that
"it is si9nIficant to note that statewide agreement was reached

the poat-secondary community colleges on the competencies
rkammende:iT' Forms for outlining a prospective teacher's pro-
gram of study and--for recording his or her progress were also .

developed and agreed-iipon by the post-secondary institutions and
inst i tut ions of higher education'. A uniAlue feature of the pro-
cedures established is that two basic options are available to
each prospective or inservice teacher who participates. One
option is the traditional nine semester credit hours of pro-
fessional vocational education coursowork. The second, now
and alternative (Ttion, is the competencv-bas,d option where-
by beginning teachers need to demonstrato.mastery of at least
501 of the 28 competencies' ,;pecified in Sectlen I of the re-.,
port as the initial step in meeting certification equireMents.
The committee further recommended that any teacher satisfac-
tori'y mastering 504, of the competencies in Section 1 (28
competencies) and 3!F of the c(mpetencieh 1istco in Section II
(67 competencies) should be t'.11y approved fe vocatiorml
teachIng.
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. The University of Nebraska at Lincoln' was also one of
the ten institutions of higher education ,that wat selected. to
participate in advanced testing of The Center for Vocational.
Education'03BTE modules as part of the'1975"-1976 National
Institute for performance-Based Teacher Education project.

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE

Personnel Responsible: Stallard and Radcliff
4

An UDR-funded project (1976 -1977) will permit the
training of approximately 150 ftew'teachers of vocational edu-
cation with the use of The Center for Vocational Education's
modules as the major medium of instruction.. The Department
of Vocational-Technical Education staff will be working with*:
six area vocational schools (five postsecondary and one
secondary), two each from the areas of East, Middle, and West
Tennessee. In addition, teachers and administrators from
another 'ten schools will be given an emerview of the project
and their needs will be assessed to determine the possible
need for,additional training workshops.

The University of Tennessee was also one of the ten
institutions selected to participate in The Center for Voca-
tional Education's 1975-1976 National Institute for
Performance-Based Teacher Education.

UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT.
ti

Personnel Responsible: Fuller and Jensen

Two statewide EPDA projects related to PBTE are beirig
carried out at the University of Vermont, Burlington during'
the 1976-1977 academic year. One project will focus on the
use of PBTE competencies as the basis for assessing the pro-
fessional development needs of vocational teachers in Vermont,
The second project focuses on the identification and prepa-
ration of qualified field resource persons at vocational
schools throughout Vermont. Participants Will be trained in
the roleof the resource person in PBTE and will be oriented
to the effective use of performance-based vocational teacher
education modules.

The University of Vermont was also one of the ten insti-
tutions of higher education selected to participate in the
advanced testing of The Center for Vocational Education's
PBTE modules as part of the 1975-1976 National Institute for
Performance-Based Teacher Education.
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CBE CENTER CONSORTIUM

The CBE Center Consortium, sponsofed by USOE, is involved; in
the development and implementation of Competency-Based Teacher
Education models. The Consortium consists of nine National CBE
Centers involved in development and implementation of preserviGe
and inservice program models. Each of the centers also provides
developmental assistance to those interested in installing
competency-based programs. The consortium helps to provide lead-
ership,at the national level by coordinating the efforts of the
nine centers and providing developmental -ssistance.

For more information, contact: n)r. John.Hanson, National Consor-
nium of Competency-Based EducatiOn Centers, 415 North Monroe,
Florida State University, Talllhassee, Flor,ida 32301. Telephone:
(004) 644-2519.

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

The Center for Vocational-Edue,i_ located at The Ohio'
State University in Columbus, Ohio. The Center's research and
development efforts are designed to increase the ability or
diverse agencies, institutions, and organizations to Solve educa-
tional problems relating to individual career planning and
preparation. The Center fulfills its mission by:

--Generating knowledge through research.
--Developing educational programs and products.
--Evaluating individual program needs and outcomes.
--Installing educational programs and products.
---Oper4ting information systems and services.
--Conducting leadership developmer0 and training prOgrams.

One of The Center's R&D programs, Professional Development
in Vocational Education, is helping to achieve these goals-through
the research, development, testing, training, and Implementation
of professional curricular materials. The 100 modules being
developed ant tested, and the associated orientation materials,
student guide, resource person guide, andPBTE implementation
guide are designed for preservice and/or inservice use in all
.vocational Service afeas.

For further information, contact: Dr. James B. Hamilton, Program
Director, The Center for Vocational Education, The Ohio State
University, 1960 Kenw Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210. Telephone:
(614) 486-3655.

THE COMPETENCY-BASED EDUCATION PROGRP1M OF THE 6IVISION OF
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT (DEED)

The primary goal of the CBE Program of the DiOision of Educa-
tional Systems is to maximize the potential of competency-based
education for improving and reforming American education. The
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program has seven major purpo: (i) to promote wiaespread
analytical dialogue about- CBE, (2) to assess the state of the art
and inform the pubtic about the results of the assessment, (3) to

facilitate intev-stite, inter7regionml, and inter-professional
sharinu of promising products and processes in CBE, (4) to

- support some high priority experimental program models, (5) to

provide technical assistance to institutions and e.ucational
.programs developing CBE programs, 16) to assess the national
storehouse of related educational concepts and software in order
to facilitate more rapid proaram implementation, and (7) to

establish a national network of CE3E technical assistance centers.

For more information, contact: Allen Schmieder, chief Support
Programs, Division of Fducarional Systems, Mnited States Office
of Education, Room 3052, ROB ":o. i, 7th and P Streets,,S.W.,
Washington, D.c. 20202:

FAR WE.',3'i` _LLABORATORY

k

'Pilo Far West Laboratory, located in SJII Francisco, California,
is a center for educational research and development. The Lab is
a non-profit public organization sponsored in part by -unds from
USOF, DE;partment of Health, Education, and Welfare. They have
been ih,,olvd in many competency-based projects including a
competency-based program in Early Childhood Fducatioh, a joint
project with the Pay,Area Teachers Training Complex (BATTC) on
developing competency-based modules, and the development of mini-
courses that preservice and inservice teachers may use to acquire

teaching skills.

ror more information, contact: Far Wt,st Laboratory for ducational
_

Research and DevelopmE:-ht,-185 Folsom Street, San Francisco,
California 04103.

THE INTERSTATF.CERTWICATION PROJECT

The Intern,tate Certification Project is a project, begun in
19c.6, that encouraqes that the qualifications of teachers educated
-in one state be recognized in other states. To Join the project,
each state must enter into .a standard agre(ment with other states
that are involved in the project. Each -;tate must also 'bass
leaislaf_inri to make the agr, ement possible. Finally, each state

asked to make a contract with each of the participating states.
To date, there are thirty-thre,_, btates partfeipating in the
project.

For more information, contact: Dr. Helen Hrirtlo, Interstate
Certification Project, New York State Department of Education, 99
Washington Avenue, Room 1941, Albany, New York- 12210. Telephone:1

(518) 474-6442.
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MULTI-STATE CONSORTIUM ON PERFORMANCE-BASED
TEACHER EDUCATION

The Multi-State Consortium on Performance-Based Teacher
Education was a national effort launched -in 1972 and sponsored
by the United States Office of Education. Thirteen states, who
had all mandated PBE as a primary or alternative_ system for teacher
education and certification, were members of the Consortium. The
Consortium's PBTE newsletter, and Profile of the States in CBE
helped to disseminate information on PBE activities. The Con-
sortium also published a document on assessment, a monograph on
CBE and multi-cultural education, and two cu resource catalogues,
The Catalogue of Teaching Skills, and A Catalogue of Concepts in
the Pedagogical Domain. Through recent:funding decisions, the
work of the Multi-State Consortium is now being carried on, with
a different focus and with increased state representation, by the
new National-Council of States on Inservice Education."

For more information, contact: Dr. James F. Collins, Project
Director, National Council of States onInservice Education,
123 Huntington Hall, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York 13210.

Telephone: (315) 423-4753.

I
THE NATIONAL COMMISSION-ON PERFORMANCE-BASED EDUCATION

Nearly three years ago, the Rockefeller Foundation Fund macl
a grant to Educational Testing Service to establish a National
Commission on Performance-Based Education. The role of the
commission is to coordinate the varied activities in the performance-
based movement and to (1) set up policy guidelines for research
priorities, (2) help develop specific research proposals, (3)
coordinate and interrelate the research proposals, generate funding
for them, and monitor their progress, (4) stimulate the conceptual-
ization of the interrelationships among the ideas being tested,
(5) exchange information on research problems and progress, and
(6) disseminate the results of their efforts.

The Commission is also creating ,1 storehouse of information
on teaching competence,- its measurement, and systems of training
,for teacher competency. Their system attempts tojdentify and
evaluate the kinds of material available in terms 6f the utility
of these materials for training and their specific Utility for
identifying competencies whose validity might be testes. This
information system is open to anyone interested in PBTE.

For more information, contact: .Frederick J. McDonald, Director,
National CordMission on PBE, Educational Testing Service, Princeton,
New -Jersey 08540.
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THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON PERFORMANCE-BASED
TEACIiER EDUCATION

The National Committee on Performance-Based Teacher Education
is part of the American Association of Colleges of Teacher Educa-

tion. The committee has published twenty-one monographs and
several technical assistance papers and articles related to PBTE
(i.e., the continued study of the state of the art). The
Committee has also sponsored national and regional training sessions
on PBTE, provided assistance to AACTE .state associations in-
sponsoring statewide training sessions on PBTE, and cooperated
with other agencies in promoting the study of PBTE.

For more information, contact: Dr. Karl Massanari, American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, One Dppont Circle,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. Telephone: (202) 293-2450.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF STATES ON TNSERVICE EDUCATION

The National Council of States on Inservice Education was
established in January 1976 through a contract awarded to Syracuse .

University by the Teacher Corps. The Council consists of 17
state education agencies 'including the 13 which originally

. comprised the Multi-State Consortium of PBTE.

The purpose of the Council is to facilitate communications
between state education agencies. To this end, the council's
activities will include publishing of a newsletter, developing
models of collaborative interaction between state education
agencies and Teacher Corps projects, commissioning of a series of
monographs on issues related to inservice'education, sponsoring _

of training workshops, hosting a national conference, and establish-
ing h center for the distribution of teacher education materials.

For more information contact: Dr. James Collins, Project Director,
National Council, of States on Inservice Education, 123 Huntington
Hall, Syracuse Univrsity, Syracuse, New York 13210.

THE PPTE INFORMATION CENTER

The PBTE Information Center, located in Washington, D.C.
and operated by the PBTE Project of AACTE, is a center for infor-
mation on all subjects related to PBTE. The Information Center
contains bibliographies, lists of institUtions with various kinds
of PBTE programs, lists of consortia and other groups involved in

the PBTE movement, and the names of resource people available in

the United States. Presently, the Center is working with the
ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Education to provide services for

those interested in PBTE mformation.

For more information, contact: Nancy Hoagland, Coordinator,
Dissemination Center of the National Committee on PBTE of the
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American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, One
Dupont Circle, Suite 610,-Washi.naton, D.C. 20036.

SCHOOL LIBRARY MANPOWER !)ROJECT

The School Library Manpower Projert is located in Chicago,
Illinois. its primary function is the administration of six
experimental program models in competency-based library-media
education.

For further information, contact:, Robert N. Case, Director,
School Library Manpower Project, American Library Association,
-50:E. Huron Street,'Chicago,iPllinois '60611.

SOUTHERN CONSORTIUM

The Southern Consortium is a consortium of "small" institu-
tions who develop local models of competency-based teacher educa-
tion. They are also concerned with developing a dissemination
program f9r "small" colleges'interested in CBE programs.

For further information, contact: Norman Johnson, Director,
Southern Consortium, North Carolina Central University, Durham,
North Carolina 27707.

TEACHER CORPS

The purpose of the Teachers Corps is UN to improve and
increase educational opportunities for children in areas having
concentrations of low-income families, and (2) to improve the
quality and broaden programs of teacher education for both
certified and inexperienced teachers. The Teachers Corps utilize.
the -community, institutions of higher learning, ani the local
educational agencies. Project interns, who are predominantly..
members of minority aroups, are trained -:for two years. During
this time they spend 20% of their tire in the classroom, 60% in
the public school setting, and 20% of their time in the community
trying to gain a better understanding of the people they serve.

For further information, contact: James Steffenson, Teachers
Corps, Reporters Building, 7th and D Streets,S.W., Washington,
'D.C. 20202.
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